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HEADLINES
Ministering Locally
through Global
Products

A fair-trade store is making a
local impact in Marion.

Top 10 photos in
2013...so far

Enjoy a recap of the best international
news photos taken so far in 2013. Page 4

Missions through
computing

Infograph by Mark Davis

Push My Button
seeks to cross
cultural divide

Taylor computer science, engineering and
systems students and a professor travelled
to Hong Kong and Taipei during J-term to
work with Operation Mobilization. Learn
more about how they integrated their
majors in ministry, gaining real-world
experience at the same time. Page 5

Trifecta of events promotes
intercultural understanding
through conversation

Local Concerts

Bored at Taylor? Fight the winter blues
with a night of entertainment. page 7

Jon Stroshine

Why Music?

News Editor

Senior music majors reflect on the passion
behind their performances. page 8

Students packed into the Student Union
Tuesday night to hear the primary debate.
Both tickets left in the race have specific visions for Taylor next year.
“LINK” is the campaign slogan of Susanto and Harvey. At the debate, they talked
about how they want to make Taylor a true
community.
“Taylor is really made up of small pockets of community. We’re passionate about
building bridges across all those communities,” Susanto said. “At the end of the

Taylor music professor Leon Harshenin
knows all about overcoming barriers in
cross-cultural relationships.
When he was dating his current wife and
Taylor English language instructor Renata Kantaruk, she served as the translator
between him and her family, who spoke
no English.
“I had all these dreams of asking for her
hand in marriage from her father, but Renata would have had to have been there,”
Harshenin said at a panel discussion
Wednesday. “It can still work out between
you and your spouse.”
That panel came as part of programming
put on by Taylor’s Multi-Ethnic Student Association (MESA) this week to encourage
students to share their stories, listen to
others’, and get involved in cross-cultural relationships.
MESA encouraged students to wear a pinon button Monday through Wednesday as
part of Push My Button. Anyone with a
button was open to “having their button
pushed,” or telling their story to the listener.
“The paradox of the human condition is
that we want to be known, but we have a
fear of being known at the same time,” said
MESA President senior Nandy Rajanayakam,
paraphrasing a quote from author Frederick
Buechner. “I think that’s very true, especially
at Taylor where we pride ourselves on being
an intentional community.”
Rajanayakam was born in India, and her

Continued on page 2

Continued on page 2

To make up for the lost option of groups
of two in Fairlane, groups were allowed to
apply as five in Campbell and Wolgemuth
for the first time to allow more students in
a campus apartment, according to Slater.
Still, the average number of credit hours
per group rose to the 90s this year, compared to last year’s average in the 80s.
“I see that average changing every year,”
Slater said.
Not having Fairlane plus a higher required number of credit hours landed 25
groups of students on the waiting list for
apartments, according to Slater. Based on
the number of applications for University Apartments, another apartment building could have been filled, Slater said. She
hopes future building plans would reflect
the style of living students have interest.
Director of University Apartments/Coordinator of Off-Campus Community Jon Cavanagh believes campus-owned apartments
to be apart of the revised masterplan, with
a new building of apartments on the south

side of campus near Haakonsen Hall.
Until then, those 100 or more students
will have to wait until after apartment
room draw today to find out if any university apartments are left open. If not, their
process is put on hold for two weeks until March 15 when the first set of non-university owned housing approvals will begin,
Slater said.
Apartments could be left open as some
students look to Breuninger Hall, opening
next fall, as an option. Applications for Breuninger are due today.
Junior Crystal King has encouraged
friends who didn’t make the cut for apartments to consider Breuninger.
“I think it’s definitely stressful for people,”
said King, a social work major whose group
of four girls found themselves at the top of
the list for apartment approval.
Three of the four girls in her group were
at least guaranteed off-campus due to a
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Student body president race down to two
Two pairs eliminated from
race after Wednesday’s
primary election
Erika Norton
Staff Writer

After a storm of fliers, campaigning and
commercials aired at Nostalgia Night, Taylor’s four student body president tickets are
down to two.
The running pair of Brianna Leever
and Jake Owens moved on to the general

election for student body president (SBP)
with 379 votes in Wednesday’s primary, as
did Melvin Susanto and Lauren Harvey, with
316 votes.
“It feels great. I’m very relieved to have this
mile marker behind us,” Leever said. “It’s
nice having an accurate perception of what
people are thinking and how we’re doing.”
The primary eliminated SBP hopefuls Rachel Kulaga and Gordon Helmke along with
their respective vice presidents, Chandler
Birch and Noelle Smith.
Helmke and Smith garnered 153 votes,
while Kulaga and Birch received 61 votes.
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Juniors feel housing crunch
facebook.com/
TaylorUniversityEcho

With Fairlane out of picture,
housing shuffle causes stress
Corrie Dyke
Editor-in-Chief
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The beginning of March marks the official
start to the stressful season of life known as
finding a place to live for the next academic school year. Today, students approved
for University Apartments will choose a
room in Campbell Hall or Wolgemuth Hall
without the option of Fairlane apartments,
which housed roughly 70 students for the
past 44 years.
Fairlane is in its last year as a University-owned apartment option for students,
due to mold infestation and general building deterioration. With one less apartment
building available for students, the approval

process became more competitive.
“The number (of credits) to get approved
for an apartment is higher than I was expecting it to be,” said Residence Life Housing Coordinator Lori Slater.
Approval for University Apartments and
off-campus living is based on enrollment
numbers, but determined by credit hours,
according to Slater. Enrollment of campus as a whole begins the numbers game
of apartment and off-campus living. Spaces needed in the resident halls heavily depend on projected numbers of incoming
new students. The goal is 545 students for
next year, according to Director of Admissions Amy Barnett.
Students fill out an application for the
apartments as a group of four or five. Members write down their cumulative number
of credit hours and the group then receives
an average number.

Continued on page 2

“It was the hardest to talk to my closest friends about it,”
Rajanayakam said. “But once those doors were opened,
now there’s so much more communication, there’s so much
more understanding.”
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TOP FIVE NEWS EVENTS OF THE WEEK
Senate poised for dueling
votes on sequester
usatoday.com

Hagel Approved for Defense in
Sharply Split Senate Vote
nytimes.com

Obama Urges Court to
Overturn Gay Marriage Ban
abcnews.com

Oscar producers bask in
their golden glow
latimes.com

SBP/SBVP continued

wings to play,” Leever said.
Another idea was to start a “ride-finder”
to help students find rides to church.
When the new student union is built, they
would like to include a third-party food option in the new structure, “aka Chick-fil-A,”
Leever joked.
Susanto and Harvey also mentioned a
new food option idea.
“We talked to the owner of the Jumping
Bean about using the meal swipes we don’t
use for breakfast at the Jumping Bean, and
possibly selling donuts and different types
of granola bars that we can have over there,”

Susanto said.
“As part of the ‘out,’ we want TSO reaching out to all of the different organizations,”
Owens said.
He and Leever want to get a Financial
Seminar started next year, where seniors
learn how to manage money and other practical skills to know as they leave the “Taylor
bubble” and enter the workforce.
According to Leever, the ‘up’ part of their
slogan is their philosophy on leadership.
“We want that to look like discipleship.
We want to go a step beyond delegation and
know how to trust our cabinet. We think

being a reflection of our relationship with
God is really key,” Leever said.
Harvey talked about how she and Susanto want to give the student body more
of a voice. “We know there’s a lot of really
great people on TSO who have great ideas,
but there are a lot of people who aren’t on
TSO who have great ideas as well,” she said.
“Our main focus is to spread our platform around campus,” Susanto said. “We
want voters to know what LINK is and what
LINK stands for. Only 909 students voted,
which is about half of campus, so we want
to spread the word to go and vote.”

day, if as a community we don’t support
one another, I don’t think that’s a community. . . . LINK is about connecting the different organizations together and letting
them collaborate.”
Leever and Owens talked about their slogan, “In, out and up.”
“The ‘in’ is what we want to do within TSO
(Taylor Student Organization),” Leever said.
The pair wants to reform the intramural system by bringing it under TSO. “This
would make it more affordable for small

Top: Student body president
candidates answer questions
during Tuesday’s debate
Top right: Students
watch the debate
Bottom: A student poses a
question to the candidates
Photography by
Micah Hancock

MESA event continued
family moved around a lot due to her father’s job as a consultant.
Rajanayakam said participating in Push
My Button as a sophomore helped her better understand her own story.
“It was the hardest to talk to my closest
friends about it,” Rajanyakam said. “But
once those doors were opened, now there’s
so much more communication, there’s so
much more understanding.”
MESA hoped to further promote that type
of understanding through Tuesday’s Engaging With Cross-Cultural Relationships panel.
Housing continued
social work practicum and the other to
student teaching. However, the group had
an easier time slipping into the apartments
based on their combined number of credit hours since the fourth member is a double major.
King said she chose the apartment setting to live with her closest friends and to be
around seniors, some of which she wouldn’t
normally be able to get to know living in
the dorm.

The discussion featured three couples
with Taylor connections: Harshenin and
Kantaruk, Felicia and Jeremy Case, who
work in Taylor student development and
teach mathematics, respectively, and Taylor students senior Roger Mitchell and sophomore Claudia Viscarra.
The panel focused on the challenges that
arise in a cross-cultural relationship, especially of the dating or marriage variety.
“You have to have a strong sense of who
you are and try not to be something that
you’re not,” Jeremy Case said. “You have to
be a good listener, and you have to be willing to examine your assumptions.”

Wednesday’s panel focused on individuals’ stories, as six Taylor students shared
their backgrounds.
Rajanayakam said the panel was born out
of conversations she had with the students
aimed at bringing out the key points of their
life experiences.
“If you can’t practice telling that to other
people, I’m kind of skeptical of whether you
can tell it to yourself, and you really need to,”
Rajanayakam said.
Rajanayakam said that while she feels
the international community is very tightknit at Taylor, as is the broader campus
community, she would love to see more

collaboration between the groups.
Taylor senior Rachel White, who is from
São Paulo, Brazil, and president of Mu Kappa, a Taylor group for missionary kids, said
intentional outreach is an essential part of
bridging the cultural divide.
“Sometimes I think people feel that the
place for talking about something international is specifically an event for internationals,” White said. “It’s in the everyday
conversations that we will learn the most.”

Cavanagh wants students to be excited about the different atmosphere of
off-campus.
“One of our goals with the apartments and
off campus is that students in general would
want to move towards something and not
just away from something,” Cavanagh said.
Junior Stephen Newhall hopes to do
just that.
“It’s a good transition phase from dorm
life to living on your own . . . that senior
year living independently in an apartment
is a smooth transition,” said Newhall, who

skipped the university apartment process,
looking instead to live above the garage of
Ed Meadors, professor of biblical studies.
Newhall, along with fellow juniors Davis Meadors and Steve Moon, are hoping
to live a mile and a half away from campus
in an apartment attached to the Meadors’
new home.
“All our eggs are in the Meadors’ basket,”
Newhall said.
The group is concerned about not being
approved, based on credit hours, which is
what Newhall called the only case to make

when being considered for off-campus. Newhall wishes more went into the process
besides credit count.
“We’re just hoping that if we don’t get approved initially, then we can write a really
great letter of appeal,” Newhall said of the
group, who have already begun drafting
that letter.
“It’s not a perfect process, but we try to
make it as fair as possible,” Cavanagh said.
Cavanagh only hopes that students
can choose to make the best out of
their situation.

In The Loop
Friday
ENVISION FILM FESTIVAL
SCREENING, 7 p.m., Rediger
Auditorium

Saturday

Immigration detainee
release under fire
cnn.com

Ball State
ministry
returns
to action
revamped

Becky Jacobs
Contributor

With coffee in hand, nerves and excitement
colliding and people bustling all around, seniors Alyssa Beck and Brittany Coressel sat
in the Ball State Student Center and chatted with a student about her relationship
with Christ. As the conversation ended,
Beck prayed with her even though the girl
claimed to be a non-Christian.
A group of Taylor students went to Ball
State Feb. 21 for the first event this year of
the group known as Agape: Love in Action,
formerly known as the Ball State Coffeehouse ministry.
“We walked away and everyone was really pumped and blessed,” said co-director
of Agape senior Larry Kimball. “Everything
went so smoothly, the Lord’s plan was obviously present.”
Kimball and Beck, co-directors of this
Taylor World Outreach ministry, intend
to reach the unreached and connect with
Christians at Ball State throughout the
semester.
Members spend the first half of the night
talking to people in the student center. After that, Taylor students join Nav Night,
the weekly meeting of the Ball State Navigators, for a time of worship, hanging out
and encouragement.
Kimball stated the purpose of Agape is
“equipping Taylor students to share their
faith in a dynamic spirit-filled way and to
actually be iron on iron when we go to Nav
Nights.”
Agape members seek to empower the
community of Christians that don’t live in
a Christian culture and practice intentional
evangelism with them.
“It was cool to be a part of their worship
because that is the only night they come together to worship or learn about the word
together,” Beck said.
Last semester, Agape took a hiatus to refocus and restructure.
“The ministry has been perfect for each
of its seasons. It’s been a continual progression,” Kimball said. “Taking a break was a
way of asking what’s the next progression.”
Beck connected with the directors of the
Navigators at Ball State, Chris and Dana
McComb, through her church. The Agape
leadership team tossed around ideas for the
structure of the ministry, until arriving at
the current solution.
“If the Lord has put it on their heart to
actively share their faith and encourage believers outside of Taylor this is the perfect
opportunity to do both,” Beck said.
Kimball sees it as an opportunity for anyone who is interested.
“This ministry is for every single person—
those who are super grounded in their faith
and on fire with the Lord as well as those
who are stagnant and seek to expand their
comfort zone,” Kimball said.
Email lawrence_kimballIV@tayloru.edu or alyssa_beck@taylor.edu for
more information.
Agape is still looking for Taylor students
to join them at 6 p.m. on Thursday evenings.
The group meets at the Dining Commons
at 5 p.m. for dinner together before leaving
for Muncie.
Correction:
Last week, a photo on page 2 was mislabeled. It showed Brianna Leever as a candidate for student body vice president and
Jake Owens as a candidate for student body
president. Leever is actually the candidate
for student body president, and Owens is
the candidate for vice president.
We regret the error.

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday Thursday

COMMUNITY, 8 p.m.,
Rediger Auditorium

CHAPEL, 10 a.m., Mr.
Christopher Yuan

CAPTURE BEAUTY WEEK,
8 p.m., Rediger Auditorium
STUDENT BODY
PRESIDENT DEBATE, 9
p.m., Euler Lembright East
Atrium

CAPTURE BEAUTY WEEK,
8 p.m., DC Alspaugh East

MECA EVENT:
TRANSITIONAL
DEMOCRACY, 7:30 p.m.,
Rediger Auditorium
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“The school believed the calls were threatening due to the fact
they were anonymous and untraceable.”
Bomb threats at Eastbrook
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Real world thinking
Grant County Growth
Council to show support for
local young entrepreneurs
Paula Weinman
Contributor

On April 3, the Grant County Economic
Growth Council will host its second annual Benefit Banquet at Ivy Tech Community
Center in Marion. Banquet proceeds will go
toward expanding Grant County’s newest—
and youngest—business program.
The banquet, “A Roaring Twenties Gala,”
is helping to earn money for this business
program. This year, Andres Gutierriez (of
the Dave Ramsey Speakers Group) will be
the keynote speaker, and many prominent
business people from around the county
will be attending, along with current and
past Young Entrepreneurs Program (YEP)
participants. Attendees will have the opportunity to hear the Taylor University Jazz Ensemble as well.

“We want kids to know that
in order to succeed, they
need to start with a plan.”
—Tim Eckerle

The Growth Council introduced YEP to
Grant County in 2011, beginning with Marion High School and expanding to Mississinewa High School in 2012. Each year, the
selected juniors or seniors from each school
are divided into teams of three. In addition
to attending business lectures given by local business people—covering topics like
marketing, business climate and financial planning—teams are asked to develop
a working business plan over the course
of the ten weeks. They are assisted by a

college student who serves as a mentor for
the team.
“We want to inspire entrepreneurship,”
said Courtney Smear, Marketing and
Communications Director for the Growth
Council. “It teaches (students) to think in a
real-world setting.”
Tim Eckerle, executive director of the
Growth Council, agreed, adding that the
program hopes to teach students to plan
for the future—one of the hallmarks of
true entrepreneurship.
“We want kids to know that in order to
succeed, they need to start with a plan,” he
said. “They need to have a vision.”
This kind of planning, he adds, prepares
them for the possibility of mistakes.
At the end of ten weeks, teams participate
in a school-specific competition in which
they present their projects to a panel of
judges from the school. The winners from
each school move to a county-wide competition, where they present a final time to a
panel of judges who will select the overall
winners. In the past, prizes have included
electronics, cash and up to $3,000 in scholarship money.
“We’ve had students tell us it’s the best
program they’ve had in high school,”
Smear said. “They worked really hard. I’ve
been impressed.”
The Growth Council hopes to introduce
YEP into all of the high schools in the county.
Smear encourages all community members,
students included, to attend.
“The reason (the banquet) is such a success is because of the willingness of our
community to invest in a program that they
think is worthwhile,” Smear said.
Tickets for the event cost $55. For more
information about the event, contact Courtney Smear by calling 765-662-0650.

Photograph provided by Grant County Econominc Growth Council

Jon Acuff, last year’s keynote speaker, greets students at the 2012 Masque Extraordinaire themed banquet.

Photograph provided by Grant County Econominc Growth Council

Grant County Recorder Pam Harris congratulates Chyanna Fry, 2011 YEP winner.

Wildcat Wind Project takes Grant County by storm Bomb
Lexie V. Owen
threats at
Eastbrook
Staff Writer

The Grant County community will soon receive electricity in a more eco-friendly fashion thanks to the Wildcat Wind Project, a
wind farm to be constructed in southwestern Grant County.
Built by E.On Climate and Renewables,
a renewable energy company, the project
has three phases. Phase one was completed with wind turbines built in Madison and
Tipton counties in early 2012. Phase two was
proposed a year ago and is expected to be
complete by the end of the year. Although
specific areas have not been mapped out,
the phase two turbines are expected to
be located west of Fairmount and south
of Swayze.
Roger Bainbridge, Grant County Auditor,
suspects survey markers will go up within
the next 30 to 60 days. A public hearing will
be held March 20 to review documents and
consider approval. E.On will begin construction as soon as the project is approved.
Members of the Grant County Council
agree that the Wildcat Wind Project will
provide many advantages to the community. With agreements made about both
electricity and funds, it could be viewed as
an economic development or as an ecology development.
“It will enhance the assessed valuation
which will in turn reduce tax rates for the
areas involved,” said Jim McWhirt, President
of the Grant County Council.
“Part of the agreement for the tax

Olivia Jessup
Contributor

Photograph provided by Infrastructure & Energy Alternatives

Phase one of the Wildcat Wind Project is already creating energy for nearby counties.

abatement requires that we get a certain
percentage of the electricity they sell to the
electric company so that will bring revenues
into the county,” said Tresa Baker, County
Councilwoman at large.
E.On also gave Grant County many guarantees, which included funding a bond in
case wind farms grow unpopular or unprofitable in the future. The bond would
also serve for the removal of the towers in
this happenstance according to the Grant

County Council.
E.On has also pledged to repave the roads
travelled by potentially damaging equipment. They gave Grant County $1.2 million
to enter into agreement with them. In addition, the farmers that lease land to the project will be paid royalties.
In spite of the advantages, however, the
council is strongly concerned with the level
of comfort of Grant County Residents. The
turbines have to be spaced around 1,200 to

Weather Forecast
Today’s
UV index for
Upland

1,250 feet from any residency.
“We wanted there to be sufficient setback
from residents to be sure there wouldn’t be
any harm,” Bainbridge said. “If you want to
benefit the county you don’t want to put
anybody at a disadvantage where property
values decline because of the wind farm or
anything that will cause an annoyance or
cost to the quality of life our residents enjoy.”
For more information about this project,
visit eoncrna.com or grantcosetbacks.com.
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Eastbrook High School went into lockdown
and called bomb technicians on Tuesday
afternoon after receiving two bomb threats
via phone.
The school office picked up two phone
calls around 12:40 p.m., according to Superintendent Brett Garrett. The school believed
the calls were threatening due to the fact
they were anonymous and untraceable. The
school immediately went into a partial lockdown and called law enforcements, Garrett
said.
It was the decision of the Grant County
Sheriff ’s Department and the Indiana State
Police to call in the canine unit from Delaware County to provide a higher level of
certainty, according to Garrett. The trained
technicians and canine unit secured the
building, and students were able to go home
around the usual time of school release.
The initial sweep of the school revealed a
suspicious cooler and thermos in the junior
high gymnasium, according to the Marion
Chronicle Tribune. The bomb technicians
X-rayed the cooler, but all it contained was
water and ice cubes.
“It belonged to a student, but we don’t
know which student,” said Sgt. Mike Moore
in a statement to the Marion Chronicle Tribune. “Apparently they just forgot it that
morning, and it was still there. It just looked
suspicious, so we had them check it out.”
Garrett believed the calls could have been
made from within the building. The office
secretaries answered the first call and received a one-word statement about a bomb.
The second call was more specifically indicative of a bomb threat said Garrett.
The school couldn’t tell whether or not it
was a student who made the calls, but does
have leads and are following up on each of
them, Garrett said. During the lockdown,
the administration took down the network,
all Eastbrook students have “one-to-one” devices that have Internet capabilities, according to Garrett.
“We didn’t want people putting information out via Twitter or Facebook that could
be true (or) could be false,” Garrett said.
Students remained in lockdown for several hours in supervised areas until the visual and canine unit cleared the building.
According to Garrett, the last time Eastbrook had a similar threat was at least twenty years ago.
Garrett plans to evaluate the situation and prepare better for the future. He
plans to meet with the administrative team
and has already spoken with law enforcement on what they did well and how they
could improve.
“We’re not finished products here. We’re
continually learning. Hopefully, we will do
things even better next time, but I was very,
very thankful for the way everything worked
out,” Garrett said.
For Eastbrook students, classes resumed
as normal on Wednesday morning, with a
little extra security.
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Political
popery
What you didn’t know about
the pope’s importance,
out in the open and
under the microscope
Kari Travis

Managing Editor
This was a week of lasts. At least, it was for
the recently resigned Pope Benedict XVI.
The last Sunday prayer service as the
pope. The last full day of rule as the pope.
The last helicopter ride as the pope.
Of course, it’s obvious that the media
failed in its coverage of the pope’s last days.
We didn’t get a play-by-play of the pope’s
last breakfast, or his last morning shower.
We didn’t even learn about his last afternoon nap. Okay, so the sarcasm here is a
little obvious, but all of this does bring up a
very good question.
Why do we care so much about the
pope’s resignation?
The fact is, we might not care so much.
But regardless of what we think, (or don’t
think), the headlines have been taken
hostage by reports about the pope. And
whether or not it’s a big deal to us, these
developments are important to, well, the
rest of the world.
At long last we get down to today’s topic.
Why in the world is the pope so important?
Well, like most issues in the headlines, the
answer can be reduced to one word.
Politics.
Don’t believe it? Consider this. Divorce,
gay rights, adoption and education are all
issues dealt with by the Vatican. You might
also notice that these issues heavily influence the U.S. government.
When Pope John Paul II died in April 2005,
The New York Times published an analysis
of how the induction of a new pope would
affect the voting tendencies of the American public. The conclusions of the article
were impressive. Roman Catholic bishops,
who were heavily influenced by the leadership of the pope, had an enormous impact
on the voting preferences of parishioners.
Bishops are still subject to the decisions
and opinions of the pope, reported ABC
News. And Catholics still comprise a significant chunk of the U.S. electorate, about
22 percent, according to a study from the
Public Religion Research Institute.
It might sound far-reaching to say that
Catholics exercise such significant political
clout, but precedent is there. For example,
issues like abortion have consistently been
a make-or-break issue for Catholics during
election time. In the 2004 U.S. Presidential
elections, we saw this play out when President Bush won over the then-Senator John
Kerry. As you might guess, the win came due
to Bush gathering a majority of the Catholic vote.
So much for separation of church and
state.
In a nutshell, the new pope will have the
power to sway not only the religious following of the Roman Catholic church, but
also the future of the U.S., and therefore the
world as a whole.
That’s the kicker connection, absurd
though it may sound. Now don’t misunderstand. There is more to this topic, but we
haven’t time for more discussion. So while
Benedict XVI is having his last supper, let
us by no means consider this condensed
analysis as the last word on the entire issue.

Hilarious
Headlines
Tinker, tailor, soldier, spy
Prince Charles turned tailor for a day while
visiting his favorite shirt maker during a nationwide “Best of British” manufacturing
and engineering tour. “I think he did pretty
well really, especially for a first attempt. I’d
give him a seven out of 10,” said Kath Cope,
the prince’s tour guide.

Claire Hadley
World Editor

These days there is always some big news
story about another bombing or killing, or
about a natural disaster, or occasionally
about something more neutral, like Pope
Benedict resigning.
Pictures of people administering goodwill and hope warm our hearts and remind
us that the world still might end up ok. But
not every picture is happy, as we too well
know. More often than not the breaking
news story in the TV is not about the healing
side of mankind, but about the killing side.
The Sandy Hook Elementary school
shooting showed the harsher side of humanity, while the Russian meteor strike
showed how helpless we are to the will of
the cosmos.
And the viciousness of the earth’s
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Top 10 pictures in
2013 . . . so far

The top pictures of this year

Why does the world care about
the Pope?

atmosphere is seen in sand and ice storms
that have shaken the globe.
Keeping abreast of all thats is going on in
the world can be a full time job, and sometimes rather depressing. With the right
mindset, though, we can remember that
not all of humanity is bad, but that there
are many good souls still out there.
Cases such as the Oscar Pistorius murder trial tests our sense of what is right or
wrong or simply an accident. Unfortunately,
sometimes us mortals are not able to correctly ascertain the true intentions of the
human soul.
It is said that pictures speak louder than
words, thus this photo collection which will
sum-up some of the events that have occurred in the year 2013 so far. These are a
selection of some of the best news photos
that have been taken in the last two months,
and are representative of moments in history that many of us will remember for the
rest of our lives.

Nikita Plekhanov

◉◉ The huge smoke trail left from the meteor that crashed in Russia took up much of
the sky.

◉◉ A French soldier wore a skeleton
face mask while working in a helicopter landing area on the Mali
front. Photos such as this caused an
international uproar against the violent image the military is portraying. (Issouf Sanogo)

◉◉ Oscar Pistorius stands trial for the
alleged premeditated murder of his
model girlfriend. The Valentine’s
Day shooting, which took place in
Pistorius’ home, shocked the sports
world. (Stephane De Sakutin)

Madeleine Schafer

◉◉ Pope Benedict XVI’s resignation shook the world, as he was the first pope to do so
in 600 years.

◉◉ A red dust storm travels over the
ocean ahead of a cyclone off the
Western Australian coast, wreaking havoc with naval traffic.
(Brett Martin)

◉◉ Members of the North Florida Survival Group, both adults and children, prepare to perform enemy
contact drills in a field training exercise. (Brian Blanco)

Wouter Hagens

◉◉ A balloon crash near Luxor, Egypt, killed 19 of its 20 passengers, further damaging
Egypt’s already failing tourist trade.

◉◉ Firefighters tried to fight a massive
blaze at a warehouse in Chicago
while a single digit storm coated everything in a thick layer of ice. The
vacant building, which is still covered in a layer of ice, was the largest
fire that Chicago has seen in seven
years. (Scott Olson)

◉◉ Parents of children who were killed
in the Sandy Hook Elementary
shooting grieve at a memorial service. The school shooting took the
lives of 20 children and six adults.
(Jessica Hill)
◉◉ Beyoncé performed at this year’s Super Bowl, which suffered a power outage during
the second half.

THE WORLD
AROUND

USA

More than 30 people
were injured by a crash at
the Daytona International
Speedway as a car went
airborne on the final lap of
a race and flew through the
fence that separates fans
from the track, according to
Fox News. The damage to the
track was repaired overnight
to prevent interference with
the next day’s Daytona 500.

India

Despite India’s
new laws banning young
children from working and
requiring them to be in
school, thousands of children
still labor long hours each
day in places like coal mines,
according to the Huffington
Post. The ineffectiveness of
the laws and the potential
financial crisis of removing
them from the workplace
is causing India to consider
repealing the laws already.

Get it right, do it twice
Guinness World Records confirmed that
Chhurim Sherpa, a Nepalese woman, is
the first climber ever to scale Mount Everest twice in the same season. More than 21
other women have successfully climbed the
mountain, some even more than once, but
Sherpa repeated the feat twice in two weeks.

Hug a manatee
Hugging a baby manatee can result in up
to six months in jail and a $500 fine, as a
Florida man discovered after posting photos of himself and the sea cow on Facebook.
The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission was alerted and promptly arrested him on harassment.

Brazil In the last two
years, dozens of people
and much property have
been hurt due to manhole
explosions in Rio De Janeiro, reported The New
York Times. The explosions
are caused by a buildup of
gas in underground pipes,
which is sparked by poorly
installed electrical cables.

Switzerland

A Swiss
researcher, Sylvia Abrahat, has
been released after almost
a year of captivity in Yemen,
according to The Washington
Post. She is in good health
and has been recovering as
a VIP in Qatar, the government of which aided the
negotiation for her release.

New Zealand

Award-winning filmmaker Adam Strange
was attacked and killed by a
reportedly huge shark off of
New Zealand’s Muriwai Beach,
according to the Guardian. It
is the first recorded fatal shark
attack in the country since 1976,
and one of 14 ever recorded.
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“Connected living has become a reality for
hundreds of millions of people who cannot
imagine life before the smartphone and the
mobile broadband connection.”
Big trends at Mobile World Congress

TheEchoNews.com
The

  Geek
Briefs
David Adams
S&T Editor

Army developing
self-cleaning clothing

Big trends
at Mobile
World
Congress
David Adams
S&T Editor

Beetles use stars as guides

Photo courtesy of Andrew Ketchum

Taylor computer science, engineering and systems students traveled to Hong Kong and
later Taipei to work on Operation Mobilization’s Logos Hope ship.

Computer science students
program hope
J-term missions computing
trip builds skills, realworld experience
Kyle Carruthers

Copy Editor/Staff Writer

Guilty plea in WikiLeaks case
Three decades ago, Wally Roth, the foundPrivate First Class Bradley Manning, ac- er of the computer science department at
cused of leaking sensitive government doc- Taylor helped install the first computer sysuments to WikiLeaks in 2010, pleaded guilty tems for a ship christened the Doulos for the
yesterday to 10 counts of misusing classi- evangelical organization Operation Mobilified information. Manning said he hoped zation (OM).
the leak would spawn a debate over the milDuring J-term, seniors Andrew Ketchum,
itary’s role in foreign relations. The leak is Noah Bresley, Colin Akard, Curtis Reimer,
considered a key cause of the Arab Spring Andrew Dillon, Paul Nurkkala, Matt Witt
uprisings, and Manning was recently nomi- and Ashley Crutcher and juniors Blake Wilnated for the Nobel Peace
liams and Phil Brocker, continued his legacy
Prize as a result. Manning
of charity, guided by Associate Professor of
has been imprisoned for
Computer Science and Engineering (CSE)
more than 1,000 days and
Tom Nurkkala and his wife, Darci.
faces a maximum of 20
The students devoted the term to serving Logos Hope, one of OM’s newer ships,
years in prison.
		
bit.ly/WikiLeaks-plea while gaining relevant career experience.
For seven of the 10 computer science, comTo find out more, download QR Pal for
puter engineering and systems students, the
your iPhone or Android device and scan the
missions trip was a first experience combincodes above.
ing practical skills with Christian service.

“My first thought when I heard about the
trip was, ‘Hey! I could get my CC credit out
of the way while doing something fun with
my major!’” Akard said.
The purpose of the ship is to spread
knowledge, help and hope by traveling to
different international ports and providing
special events and opportunities for residents of those cities.
The group was supposed to meet the boat
in Taiwan, but because of engine troubles, it
had to turn back to its previous destination,
Hong Kong. The students then flew to Hong
Kong to meet it.
The students, while contributing some to
the ship’s evangelical mission, were able to
focus their talents on improving the database and Internet of the ships using Django,
a Web development framework. Tom Nurkkala said the students implemented nine
new features during their time, surpassing
their goal of three.
Tom Nurkkala said that Taylor students
likely understand the potential for technology in evangelism, “but until they actually
see it happening they really don’t get that.”
Tom Nurkkala is also the Director of the
Center for Missions Computing, a center
that allows CSE and systems students to

The future of the mobile device industry
was on display this week at the 2013 Mobile World Congress (MWC), a four-day conference highlighting trends in the mobile
device industry that concluded in Barcelona, Spain, yesterday. More than 72,000 representatives—including CEOs of mobile
device companies—from device makers,
developers and press members, were in attendance, making MWC 2013 the biggest yet,
according to its website.
MWC 2013 is produced by the GSMA, a
consortium that represents 800 mobile device operators in 220 countries worldwide.
The conference featured a variety of new devices and mobile operating systems indicative of “The New Mobile Horizon,” which is
the theme this year. GSMA also released the
latest edition of its annual industry report,
“The Mobile Economy 2013,” to coincide with
the conference.

Bigger, better smartphones

connect with real-world needs while honing their skills, allowing them to see how
such skills can glorify God.
The center cooperates with the CSE department and develops a trip every two
years. In 2011, Tom Nurkkala led the first
such trip to Carlisle, England, where students worked at OM’s headquarters. There
is no set date or destination for the next trip.
Last week, Crutcher accepted a job
working with another ministry, Global Media Outreach.
“I just want everyone to consider how
their particular talents can be used in ministry,” Crutcher said. “It’s so much more
than evangelizing. I mean, who would have
thought that I could program for God? You
can definitely make a difference through a
mission organization.”
Although the trip is over, CSE students
will continue to improve the systems of the
Logos Hope remotely, gaining experience
and learning how to integrate the world of
technology with the world of faith.
“I also learned that there is a lot of need
for people in computer fields in missions,”
Akard said. “People in IT fields can help provide a backbone for missions organizations
to run on.”

Fracking: known benefit, unknown cost
Environmental effects feared
Alex Mellen
Copy Editor

On nighttime satellite images, fires in North
Dakota shine as brightly as an East Coast
city. They aren’t out-of-control wildfires, but
natural gas burning from oil rigs as a byproduct of hydraulic fracturing, also known
as fracking.
In the Bakken formation in North Dakota, drillers have begun using fracking to tap
into “immense” oil reserves, according to
NPR. Because energy companies can’t easily collect all the accompanying natural gas,
they burn some of it off.
Many are concerned about this waste of
resources and abuse of the environment.
But as with most big issues, this one has two
sides. Hydraulic fracturing brings both economic increases and environmental deficits, and no one can foresee the net returns.
The Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) defines hydraulic fracturing as “a well
stimulation process used to maximize the
extraction of underground resources, including oil, natural gas, geothermal energy,
and even water.”
When extracting substances buried in inaccessible rock layers, energy companies
force solutions of water and various chemicals into the drilling tunnel. The pressure
eventually cracks the rock open, freeing the
trapped resources.
This process can open up vast amounts
of once-unreachable oil. North Dakota is
now second to Texas in oil production, according to NPR. The extra oil has resulted
in extra jobs, enough to give North Dakota
the lowest unemployment rate in the nation.
Fracking across the country is expected
to propel the U.S. past Saudi Arabia and Russia to be the top oil-producing country by
2017, Reuters reported.
The International Energy Agency also
predicted the U.S. becoming a net exporter by 2030 and producing nearly all its own
energy by 2035.
Professor of geology and environmental
science Mike Guebert warned that the benefits from fracked wells may be short-lived
in comparison with the damage they inflict
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Device-makers showcase
upcoming products at
annual convention

The Army recently developed a chemical that can
be applied to clothing and
that causes fabric to repel
water, oil, dirt and pollutants like petroleum
and other chemicals. In conjunction with
MIT and partner Luna Innovations, Inc., the
Army tested clothing treated with the “omniphobic” chemical and found it to be effective at repelling liquids.
The soldiers who tested it
recommended the chemical to be used in the future, with further testing
planned for fall 2013.
		
bit.ly/self-cleaning
Dung beetles use the Milky Way to guide
their nighttime wanderings, according to a
January study published in the journal Current Biology. The research showed that the
insects use the white band of stars to orient themselves in a straight line away from
the piles of dung they find, allowing them
to avoid going in circles and potentially encountering another beetle that will steal
the ball of dung they created. Researchers
found that the beetles performed equally
well under a full starry sky
and under the Milky Way
alone. The beetles may be
the first known insects to
use the stars as guides.
		
		
bit.ly/starry-beetles
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Smartphones make up the bulk of MWC’s
displays. One trend that the phones being
showcased emphasized was clear: bigger is
better. Mashable highlighted eight phones
and tablets that are even bigger than the
big phones currently on the market like the
Samsung Galaxy S3, which has a diagonal
screen size of 4.8 inches (compared to the
iPhone 5’s 4-inches size).
The LG Optimus G Pro, for example, came
in at a huge 5.5 inches, while NEC’s Medias W, a Japanese phone, features two 4.3inch screens (which is even bigger than
two iPhones glued together). Tablet-sized
phones, sometimes called phablets, are another growing trend. Asus displayed its Fonepad, a Kindle Fire-sized tablet that can
also make phone calls.
Other features on display included
tougher screens and new mobile operating systems.
CNET senior editor Jessica Dolcourt
posted a video demonstrating the near
indestructibility of phones with sapphire
screens. Grown synthetically from a starter crystal of sapphire, the second hardest
mineral behind diamond, a sheet of sapphire looks and functions just like glass but
can’t be scratched. Dolcourt pounded the
screen with a piece of concrete and didn’t
leave a mark.
Both Mozilla and Canonical unveiled new
mobile operating systems as alternatives to
Google’s Android and Apple’s iOS, according to ComputerWorld. Canonical’s Ubuntu
Touch operating system won CNET’s “best of
MWC” designation for its elegance of design
and ease of use.
Ubuntu Touch does away with the standard apps-on-a-home screen layout most
smartphones use and gives each open app
its own screen, accessed by swiping the
right side of the screen. Swiping the left side
opens the home menu with shortcuts to all
apps, and swiping the top displays messages and emails—which you can respond to
without opening the app.
Notwithstanding the more eclectic side of
MWC like WiFi-enabled coffee makers and
canes with GPS, MWC’s selection proves
that the innovation of mobile device makers hasn’t yet waned.

Mobile market keeps growing

Thism diagram illustrates hydraulic fracturing in search of shale gas.

Diagram courtesy of Mike Norton

on society and the environment.
fracking. The first, a documentary titled
Many of the investigations Aleer and
Guebert compared the small towns now “GasLand,” premiered at the Sundance Film “FrackNation” made centered on claims by
benefiting from fracking to gold rush towns Festival in January 2010, according to the In- Josh Fox, director of “GasLand,” according
in the mid-1800s. High demand for housing ternet Movie Database (IMDb).
to a review in The New York Times. McAleer
and other goods “puts stress on the infraThe second was “Promised Land,” a fea- confronted Fox several times about purstructure in a town that’s not able to . . . han- ture film starring Matt Damon which re- ported facts in “GasLand,” accusing Fox of
leased in December 2012. It follows an hiding evidence.
dle that kind of growth.”
Economic stresses can also develop energy company liaison (Damon) trying to
Guebert warned that, despite promises of
during a boom, Guebert said. The New persuade a small town to allow fracking to energy-independence and improved econYork Times published a report about Gree- make them rich.
omy, the oil will someday run out, leaving
ly, a farming community in Colorado where
A U.S. News opinion about “Promised yet-unknown environmental costs. People
oil companies must do battle with farmers Land” stated that the film unrealistically should not just search for more resources,
for water. As much as five million gallons of portrayed large corporations as uncaring but they should practice conservation of the
water can go into a single oil well, and many and uninformed.
resources they have.
people do not want companies taking that
The article added that “Promised Land”
According to Guebert, students should
much away from the farmland.
and “GasLand” ignored “the reality . . . that “think wisely about their lifestyle and their
According to Guebert, oil towns “may hydraulic fracturing has been used for over energy uses and to begin to practice prinhave some economic growth for a while, 60 years in more than 1.2 million wells ciples of simplicity and conservation
but they have the environmental legacy and there isn’t a single confirmed case of and stewardship.”
long past (when) that oil has been exploited.” groundwater contamination, according to
“I’m willing,” Guebert said, “to voluntarily
The nature of this legacy has been debat- the EPA.”
live with a little bit less and be wise about
ed for years, resulting in a controversy alThis January, “FrackNation,” a docu- what I drive, how much I drive, where I get
mentary by journalist Phelim McAleer, my energy, and make some socially-conmost as large as global warming.
Three films since 2010 have addressed combated the negative views of fracking scious decisions.”
the possible environmental concerns with in entertainment.

The GSMA’s Mobile Economy report
showed that the mobile market is expanding quickly, with no signs of slowing down.
The report predicts that by 2017, 3.9 billion
people will subscribe to a cell phone plan,
compared to 3.2 billion in 2012. The number of “connections,” or mobile devices, in
operation will increase to 9.7 billion from
6.8 billion.
The report also predicts that the mobile
ecosystem—defined as “mobile network
operators, device makers, content providers, device distribution companies and
mobile infrastructure equipment manufacturers”—will create 1.3 million jobs worldwide and contribute $10.5 trillion to the
global gross domestic product (GDP).
Mobile data volume—the amount of information sent over the Internet through
mobile devices—will increase a staggering amount. By 2017, 11.2 exabytes of data
will be sent each month, the equivalent
of 2.8 billion feature-length HD movies,
compared to just 0.9 exabytes per month
in 2012.
With MWC 2013 over, GSMA’s report put
the takeaway succinctly: “Connected living has become a reality for hundreds of
millions of people who cannot imagine
life before the smartphone and the mobile broadband connection.”
Those hundreds of millions will only be
joined by many more in the years to come.
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The debates are really all about letting the student body
know what you are capable of doing.”
-Student Body President
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Manteresting:
Pinterest for men

All the information you
should know about the new
photo sharing site for men.
Angelina Burkholder
L&T Editor

Pinterest has long been known as an outlet
for female creativity. It’s a website that allows its members to collaborate with each
other by pinning (posting) photos that link
BioLife Plasma Services, one of several chains of plasma centers in the United States.

A paid donation
Angelina Burkhoder
L&T Editor

Most people are familiar with donating
blood, but the result is usually just personal satisfaction and perhaps a little bit of nausea. If you like the idea of donating blood
but wish to try something different, then
consider donating plasma.
According to donatingplasma.org, plasma is the clear colored component of human blood and makes up 55 percent of it.
Plasma contains vital antibiotics and proteins. One of those antibiotics is comprised
of clotting materials. Trauma, shock and
burns are some of the conditions that plasma can be used to treat.
Because of plasma’s importance to treat
different emergencies, donors are actually
paid for the plasma they donate. Each center varies in their compensation, but you get
compensation regardless. Your first couple
visits usually result in around $50 and then
drop down to around $25. Not only do you
get to make a difference, but you get paid
while doing it.
Plasma donating works a lot like donating blood. You need to make an appointment and plan to stay for a couple hours for

your first visit. During your first visit, your
medical history is screened and tests are
ran for transmissible viruses. You must also
pass a short medical examination to make
sure you qualify for plasma donating. When
you go in for the first time, they will ask for
information on any recent tattoos, piercings
and major surgeries. They will also ask for
any medications you are taking under doctor supervision. Make sure to have all information available. Once all of these steps are
completed and you have passed the tests,
you can then donate plasma for the first
time. If you do not pass, they will always
accept you back at a later date once you
are more eligible for the process.
When preparing for your visit, there are
a couple guidelines BioLife Plasma Services
ask donors to follow. They recommend a
diet that contains between 50 to 80 grams
of protein every day. Whenever you visit a
plasma center to donate, your protein levels
will be tested. If you end up having a protein
level that is out of the appropriate range,
you will not be allowed to donate. So, make
sure to load up on those proteins every day.
Cheese, eggs, poultry, meat, nuts and beans
are simple examples of proteins. Add a couple parts of the list to your daily diet and

your protein levels will be great. Another level that centers check are iron levels.
Again, if the levels are too low or too high,
the donor is turned away. Iron rich foods include eggs, nuts, beans, lean red meat and
tuna. Make sure to drink plenty of water in
the days leading up to your donation and
especially during the day of your appointment. Stay away from alcohol and all forms
of caffeine prior to your appointment. Lastly,
make sure to get plenty of sleep.
While donating plasma and donating
blood sound like the same process, there
are two major differences. When you donate plasma, your blood is recycled back
into your body. They retrieve the plasma
from your blood and then feed the leftovers (red and white blood cells) back into
your bloodstream.
As mentioned before, another big difference and perhaps the biggest payoff to the
process, is an actual payoff. Yes, you get paid
for your donations. So donate some plasma
and bring in some bucks. Plasma centers
around campus include Muncie and Fort
Wayne. More information and center hours
can be found online at donatingplasma.org.

All in all, it’s time
for men to accept
the inevitable.
This form of online
social networking
is catching on
and it’s time
for the men to
jump on board.
to outside websites about recipes, fashion,
humor and much more. On Pinterest, you
can get ideas about anything from planning your next workout to creating your
next meal to preparing for your wedding.
And while some guys take part in the pinning, most just shake their heads in wonder
at the phenomenon of Pinterest. However,
what most guys don’t know is that a similar
website has been created to let men in on
the delights of Pinterest.
It goes by the name Manteresting and
displays a slogan that reads, “Interesting.
Man. Things.” It’s a website fashioned after the beloved Pinterest, but styled to appeal to men. Instead of the classic white
background with the red text of Pinterest,
Manteresting features a slick black hardwood background to create a more manly feel. The website contains some of the
same categories as Pinterest such as food,
health and photography. But Manteresting

also has special sections such as “Gaming”
and “Manly Things” to offer extra appeal.
Joining Manteresting is easy. Instead of
requesting an invite and waiting forever to
be approved like other aspiring Pinterest
members, Manteresting allows you to join
right away.
Perhaps the most interesting parts of the
site are the ways it’s different from Pinterest.
Instead of a “like” or “love” button, there is a
“bump” button with the icon of a thumbs-up.
Along with that, instead of pinning an image, you nail an image. When you go to your
account to see the images you have nailed,
they are contained within your various
workbenches. All of these follow in the goal
of creating the ultimate masculine appeal.
The website itself is very easy to navigate
and offers plenty of helpful tools. There is
a drop down menu with a tour option that
shows what all the terms mean and how
they work. The website also has a blog for
members and separate categories that allow
you to look at what was popular a couple of
weeks or a couple of months ago.
For people anticipating taking part in the
page, keep in mind that it’s a website intended for mature adult men. While nothing explicit is featured on any of the pages, there is
still a lot of sensuality and suggestive material. However, the creativity and other uses
for Manteresting outweigh the occasional
suggestive picture.
Gentlemint.com is another website designed to give men creative space like Manteresting. No invite is required for it either
and it works the same way Manteresting
does. It is a little more sleek and classy
compared to Manteresting and features a
mustache instead of a thumbs-up for liking something as well as a toolbox instead
of the “nail-it” button for reposting a photo.
It does not contain categories though and
generally has much less suggestive material.
All in all, it’s time for men to accept the
inevitable. This form of online social networking is catching on, and it’s time for the
men to jump on board.
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A day in
the life
of SBP
Learn about what goes into
serving as Student Body
President and Student
Body Vice President
Kari Travis

Managing Editor
Aaron Milauskas leans back against the
worn cushions of his office couch. He’s
wearing a T-shirt and jeans. Two empty
Starbucks mugs sit on the desk opposite
him. A leather computer bag is slumped
onto the floor.
This is an office high above Taylor’s Student Union. An office where student administration finds its home.
This is the office of Taylor’s Student Body
President (SBP) and Vice President (SBVP).
“First West likes to joke around that
they’re my bodyguards,” Milauskas says, his
eyes twinkling above a broad smile. “There
are jokes this year like, ‘You’re student body
president. You can help us pass this class or
win this intramural.’ But there isn’t so much
focus on that as there is on relationships.
That’s one thing that I love about living on
the wing this year.”
Milauskas, a senior math education major, Wengatz guy and former PA, made the
decision to run after watching his friend
Reid Hutchinson win the position of SBP
two years ago.
“I came into this thinking it would be
a similar type of leadership experience. I
served as PA for two years and expected to
minister to my guys,” Milauskas continues.
“But I didn’t expect to grow so much personally in this role.”
Kirsten Sobol, SBVP and senior accounting major, enters the office door at
that moment, a large, white binder in her
hands. It’s full of information and contact
lists for departments and organizations
across campus.

Local concerts
Angelina Burkholder
L&T Editor

CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING + HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT

INTERCULTURAL STUDIES
The Intercultural Studies department offers
holistic training for those pursuing God’s call into
cross-cultural service. Our students find that living
and studying under internationally respected
professors in the Chicago area provides abundant
opportunities to grow as they encounter people
from diverse cultural and theological perspectives.
Explore our programs and discover how we can
prepare YOU to serve more effectively in our
ever-changing world.
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Weekends at Taylor can seem daunting at
times, especially during the cold months.
However, just because campus takes a weekend off from fun does not mean you should.
There are plenty of entertainment options
all around you, if you just take the time to
do some research. Here to help you combat boring days is a short list of upcoming
concerts in the area to keep you and your

Student Body President Andrew Milauskas and Student Body Vice President Kirsten Sobel plan for a strong finish to their term.

Photography by Tim Riethmiller

“We need to talk about planning for the
next set of debates,” Sobol tells Milauskas.
She sits on the other couch in the room,
a plaid loveseat. The two proceed to talk
about reserving locations and equipment.
“Usually we don’t do event planning,” Milauskas explains. “This is the first thing
we’ve really been in charge of, event wise. A
bigger part of our responsibilities are leading, and keeping people together. More administrative, relational work, I’d say.”
The description of SBP responsibility falls
under two main categories, according to Milauskas. The first is to lead the executive
cabinet, which is made up of three graduate and 14 undergraduate students.
“It’s challenging sometimes,” Milauskas
says. “It’s our job to help invest in them and
encourage them in their goals so that they

can see how they fit into the larger picture
of Taylor.”
The other part of the responsibilities that
Milauskas and Sobol carry as SBP and SBVP
are more representative. As SBP, Milauskas
meets with Dr. Habecker once each month
to discuss concerns and issues from the perspective of the student body. Both Milauskas and Sobol meet with administrators like
Skip Trudeau, Steve Morley and Steve Austin on a regular basis.
Milauskas believes that an important aspect of the job is to ensure the student body
is accurately represented.
“A big part of representing is choosing the
cabinet,” Milauskas continues. “Our main
concern was that we didn’t want to have
just a bunch of boys and girls from Olson
and Wengatz giving us a perspective for the

entire campus. Our goal was to gather a lot
of different voices and opinions.”
At this point in the conversation Sobol
and Milauskas turn back to the discussion about debate locations. Sobol shuffles
through the pages of the information binder.
“The Student Union is booked next week,”
she explains to Milauskas. “Taylor Sounds
has it.”
“They’re going to miss the debate,” Milauskas jokes. Both chuckle while Sobol fills
out a form on her laptop. She comments as
she works.
“It’s been most fun getting to talk to the
candidates now,” she says. “They ask things
like, ‘Were you so tired?’ But you run on so
much adrenaline, putting your name out
there. And yes, you are nervous when putting yourself out there.”

Milauskas laughs while placing his laptop
and notebook back into his leather computer carrier.
“I had linear algebra that semester too,” he
remembers. “We were also both PA’s at the
time, and we wanted to make sure we were
still just as committed to those jobs even
though we were running.”
Sobol completes the form and moves to
pack up her belongings.
“During our debate I remember being nervous, not knowing what they were going to
ask,” she says. “But I felt comfortable with
who we were and with describing what we
were about. The debates are really all about
letting the student body know what you are
capable of doing.”

friends busy and distracted while you wait
for Spring’s arrival.
For all you country music fans, Carrie Underwood is coming to Fort Wayne on April
14. It is just one of her many stops on her
“Blown Away” tour, featuring music from her
new CD. Hunter Hayes, an up and coming
young star, is opening for her at the Fort
Wayne War Memorial Coliseum. Find available tickets ranging from $50 to $80 on her
website at www.carrieunderwoodofficial.
com.
Perhaps older country music is more your
type. If so, see Travis Tritt. He’s the rugged
singer of “Here’s a Quarter (Call Someone

Who Cares)” and “Best Intentions.” Tritt will
be playing on March 9 at 8:00 p.m. at the
Star Plaza Theatre in Merrillville, Ind. Tickets ranging from $60 to $140 are available
on Ticket Liquidator.
If you aren’t a country music fan and
would rather settle in for a night of worship
music, then plan on seeing David Crowder
Band. They are also performing in Indianapolis as a part of their “It’ll Cure What Ails
Ya” tour. Doors open at 7:30 p.m. on March
7 at the Deluxe at Old National Centre. Tickets are still available for the show and are
only $27 for general admission. If you wish
to have early entry and a meet and greet

session with the band, get a $42 VIP ticket.
If country and Christian music don’t
strike you as a good night of entertainment, then go for some Daughtry and 3
Doors Down. They are performing at 7 p.m
this Monday at The Aiken Theatre in Evansville, Ind. A few tickets are still available on
Ticket Liquidator ranging from $49 to $325.
And if none of the above concerts suit
you, then the least you can do is fork over
some big bucks, buy a fur coat and go see
Macklemore. Of course, these tickets are a
little more expensive ranging from $64 to
$275, but it might be worth it. Macklemore
and Ryan Lewis are performing at 8 p.m. on

March 7 in the Elliot Hall of Music in West
Lafayette, Ind. But hurry, those tickets are
going fast and there are only 3 to 5 left in
each price category.
These are only a few of the great concerts coming to the area in the next couple weeks. All concert information, dates,
times and prices for all genres of concerts
in Indiana can be found at indianaconcerts.
net. Check it out and plan ahead for a fun
night of music.

Little Trojan

by Rodrigo Carneiro

Samgrams

Echograms #TaylorU

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
James Southworth @jasouth722
So when they said senior class gift
they meant they want our money
to buy a gift to give to #tayloru
#tasselhassle
Vinicius Owen @vinnyowen
Dr. Jay Kesler sharing with the 5 of
us in my mentoring group tonight!
Best experience by far at #TaylorU!
#Blessed
Lane Gramling @lngramling
TUBB played one heck of a game,
even though they came up a little
short. Way to end the season with
a fight to the finish. #TaylorU

WHEATON.EDU/INTR

Greta Lehn @gretalehn
My advice to you all is do not go
outside without rain boots on.
Because your feet will get wet,
you will get pneumonia, and die.
#TaylorU
Lindsay Reusser @linzreese
While being on a pick-a-date
with one guy and ten girls.
#TheBachelor #TaylorU

For more, follow @sam_stone on

Latitude: 40° 29’ 13.2” N / Longitude: 85° 25’ 30” W

sara_andler13: “Frozen branch. #Olson #tree #ice #weather #TaylorU

Mackenzie @mholets_94
You know there is a huge chem 2
test when chem students are trying
to get rooms in the library at 1pm
on a saturday #premedprobs

A
&E
An audience of one

“‘Batman Begins’ returns to Batman’s roots: a dark avenger with an almost unhealthy obsession for justice. The film
brings realism to a genre known for fantastical elements,
and complex themes manage to make the man in a bat
suit relatable.”
Flick picks
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Senior music students
embrace recitals to celebrate
their musical calling
Kacey Heinlein
Contributor

March marks the beginning of a series of
music recitals to be performed by graduating seniors in Taylor’s Music Department. In
lieu of a senior project, each student must
select, practice, memorize, perform and/or
conduct a sample of the repertoire they have
worked on during their studies.
Each performance has been years in the
making, composed of hours hidden away
in practice rooms. And as the preparation
days ebb away and their Taylor experience
draws to a close, the ultimate question arises: Why music?
“Back when I started school, music was
the be-all, end-all for me,” said Curtis Sanford, a senior music composition major.
“There was a lot of weight put into becoming a successful musician.” Sanford said his
perspective has relaxed since his freshman
year. “These days it’s more because I simply
like it” he said.
Sanford is one of six music majors graduating this semester who will give senior
recitals. However, recital preparations look
different for each person.
As a composition major, Sanford’s main
responsibilities include organizing rehearsals for his compositions that will be
performed by other musicians. “We run
through (it), getting it performance-ready,
with me overseeing smaller works and conducting the larger ones,” he said
For vocalist Jenna Clark, practice time
is a bigger priority. Although music performance majors are required to perform 60
minutes of music, other music majors have
smaller requirements.
“If you’re not a performance major you
only need to do 30 minutes of music, so it
makes sense to join up with someone else
and have a full recital,” said Clark, a senior
church music ministries major who will be
putting on a joint recital with senior vocalist Tabitha McVay.
“You not only have to memorize all your
music, you have to write all the program
notes,” Clark added, “There’s more to it than
the performance part.”
For both Sanford and Clark, the music
faculty was a draw for choosing Taylor four
years ago. Clark said she admires their pursuit of excellence as a means of glorifying
God, as well as their personal involvement
in every student’s life.
“In my time at Taylor I don’t think I’ve
ever been put on the back burner by an instructor,” Sanford said, “They make their
students their top priority
Why music?
“I see that God has put a passion for music in my heart, and I took a leap of faith,”

Clark said. “(Al)though I never felt qualified
to pursue it as a degree, I feel called to do
it, to give God glory in the form of music.”
As much as he appreciates Taylor’s music faculty, after four years Sanford has
compiled a list of things about the program he would change. “I really wish
the building had soundproofing in the
practice rooms,” Sanford said. He said
he also wishes there were more credits
offered in the area of music history. “I
wish there was a little bit more of a draw
for instrumentalists to come to Taylor,”
Sanford said, “The amount of instrumental performers in the department
is a little low.” Of the six music majors
giving recitals this semester, none are
performing as instrumentalists. But all
are united by their common passion.
Why music?
“I think music speaks the words the
soul can never say,” said Tim Vest, a

Katelyn S. Irons

Local News Editor/Copy Editor
The English Department’s fourth
Making Literature Conference began yesterday with the annual Parnassus release party and will host
events on campus through Saturday.
The conference is intended to encourage scholarly and creative writing by
bringing together published writers, students from other universities
and professors, according to Aaron
Housholder, professor of the Taylor
English department.
“The Making Literature Conference is dedicated to the memory of
Dr. William A. Fry, who served as English department chair at Taylor University for twenty years,” said Daniel
Bowman, Assistant Professor of English. “(He) was a popular and engaging professor, visibly delighted with
the subjects he taught, particularly
Shakespeare and poetry.”
Speakers at this year’s conference
include Bret Lott, author of several
fiction and nonfiction books, Harold
Bush, President of the Conference on
Christianity and Literature and Susanna Childress, author and recipient
of the Brittingham Prize in Poetry. The
conference is also hosting an editorial panel consisting of Brad Fruhauff,
Marci Whiteman Johnson and Beth
Bevis, all editors of literary magazines.
“We hope (the) sharing of work
will forge connections between people as they exchange ideas and perspectives,” Housholder said. “Our
keynote speaker and our editorial
panelists have a wealth of knowledge
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senior music major with a theater concentration. “Chorales, operas, musicals
and all musical compositions give us a
chance to reflect and utter untainted
expressions from the depths of who we
are. In music, I find I am able to be more
than I ever was before.”
Each recital is the culmination of all
the work a student has put into their
years of musical study at Taylor. “I’m really excited about the music I’m going to
perform,” Clark said. “I feel like it represents what I’ve learned and the full
capacity of what my voice is capable of.”
Recital dates for graduating music majors this semester include Curtis Sanford, composition, on Saturday,
March 16; Brittany Jackson and Tim Vest,
voice, on Saturday, Apr. 13; Jenna Clark
and Tabitha McVay, voice, on Sunday,
May 5; and James Carroll, composition,
also on Sunday, May 5.

Schedule of events
Friday, March 1
11 a.m. Workshop #2A: Scriptwriting | Rupp 222
Workshop #2B: Recording Better Audio in the Field | Mitchell Theatre
Workshop #2C: Intro. to AfterEffects | Rupp 229
		(Limited to 12 participants)
12 p.m. Lunch | Hodson Dining Commons
1 p.m.
Workshop #3A: Getting Great Shots with a Steadicam | Rupp TV Studio
		(Limited to six high school participants)
Workshop #3B: Getting Great Shots with a CineSlider | Mitchell Theatre Lobby
		(Limited to 15 participants.)
Workshop #3C: Multi-track Recording in the Field | Mitchell Theatre
		(Limited to 20 college participants.)
2:30 p.m. Break | Rupp Comm. Arts Lobby
Workshop #4A: Working in Entertainment | Rupp 222
Workshop #4B: Getting Great Shots with a Steadicam | Rupp TV Studio
		(Limited to six high school participants)
4 p.m.
Optional Campus Tour
5 p.m.
Dinner | Hodson Dining Commons
p.m.
Envision Film Festival Screening and Awards | Rediger Auditorium

3 p.m.

Saturday, March 2
8:30 a.m. Optional Media Comm. facilities tour | Rupp Communication Arts
9:30 a.m. Brunch | Hodson Dining Commons
10:30 a.m. High school film screenings & lunch | Great Room, Habecker’s Home
Photograph by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Vocalist Jenna Clark will perform a joint recital with fellow senior
Tabitha McVay on Sunday, May 5 in the Butz Carruth Recital Hall.

Refining the craft
Students gather
inspiration at literary
conference

March 1, 2013

and experience to share in matters of
art, scholarship, and faith.”
In addition to these renowned
speakers, there will be 14 Taylor student panels which consist of three or
four presentations, plus a question
and answer session. These students
were chosen for the quality of their
critical works and creative writings.
“Since our conference does not use
themes, we welcomed critical work
on any periods, authors or movements using any critical approach
and framework,” Bowman said. “We
wanted to see poems, stories and essays that engage the timeless questions about what it means to be
human, and that demonstrate a deep
sense of craft.”
Jeremy Paul, a junior professional
writing major, is one of the student
panelists chosen to present. He is excited to present his fictional story,
“Love you. Love you, too” at the conference today at 11 a.m.
“It’ll be great to listen and learn
from other writers, and it’s an honor
to be chosen,” he said. “Humbling, too.
My story is near and dear to my heart.
. . . I’m thrilled to have the chance to
share it with others.”
“The conference is structured on
a model common to literary and creative writing conferences, but Making
Literature is open to students of all
majors,” Housholder said. He said he
expects close to a hundred students,
from Taylor and nine other colleges,
to attend.
All Taylor students, professors or
faculty may attend the conference this
weekend without registering. Registration for off-camwpus visitors will
be open through Saturday. To read a
full schedule of the conference or to
register, visit english.taylor.edu.

For the complete schedule, visit EnvisionFilmFestival.com.

Flick picks
David Seaman
Staff Writer

Movies are a form of art. They should
provoke thought, stir emotion and
entertain. Want to ensure you don’t
waste your time on a flop? Check this
column for quality films by genre. We’ll
dive deep into what makes the film
work and why you should watch it. Up
this week: superheroes.

Taylor’s literary magazine,
Parnassus, was released yesterday.

Schedule of events
Friday. March 1

  

11 a.m.
12 p.m.
1:15 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
4 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
7 p.m.

Student Sessions V
Lunch | Hodson Dining Commons
Student Sessions VI
Student Sessions VII
Refreshments
Reading: Susanna Childress | Metcalf 002
Dinner | Hodson Dining Commons
Keynote address: Bret Lott | Recital Hall

Saturday, March 2
9:30 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
11:45 a.m.
1:00 p.m.

Refreshments | Recital Hall Foyer
Editors Panel| Metcalf 002
Lunch | Hodson Dining Commons
Closing Event | Recital Hall

The essential elements of any superhero
story are origin and motivation. Superman is sent to Earth as its savior, and
must choose whether or not to follow
his destiny. Outcast-turned-hero Spider-Man learns that great power brings
great responsibility. Both are superpowered beings. But what drives a regular
human, a millionaire playboy with no superpowers, to don a cape and scare criminals? It seems ridiculous—but “Batman
Begins” makes us think again.
After a few embarrassing Batman
films in the mid-1990s, Christopher Nolan rebooted the franchise in 2005. “Batman Begins” returns to Batman’s roots,
exploring a dark avenger with an almost
unhealthy obsession for justice. The
film brings realism to a genre known
for fantastical elements, and complex
themes manage to make the man in a
bat suit relatable.
Young Bruce Wayne lives a privileged
life in Gotham City. After witnessing
his parents’ murders, Wayne (Christian Bale) becomes angry, distant and
thirsting for revenge. He ends up in the
Far East where he meets Henri Ducard
(Liam Neeson). Ducard trains him to
harness his anger, to become more than
“just a man” to find his identity. Ducard
and Wayne don’t see eye-to-eye on the
matter of killing, however, and Wayne returns to Gotham to become Batman. But
Gotham is a corrupt place, and Batman
has a lot to do to convince the city, and

himself, that he is the hero they need.
“Batman Begins” benefits from good
acting and cinematography. Bale switches between Wayne’s dual identities, playing both an arrogant millionaire and a
haunted soul. Cillian Murphy stands out
as insane psychiatrist Jonathan Crane,
aka “Scarecrow.” The slums and alleys
of Gotham are realistic and, compared
to the epic imagery of the sequels, you
get the sense that this is where Batman
does his best work.
But Nolan’s Batman films aren’t primarily known for acting and visuals.
Rather, they are known for their rich
psychological themes. We see Wayne’s
quest in stages. His initial fear of bats
and his naïve understanding of murder make him cynical and jaded. Crime
boss Carmine Falcone says to him at one
point, “You always fear what you don’t
understand.”
Wayne’s fear haunts him. So he becomes what he cannot comprehend and
turns the tables on evil. He enemies cannot understand him—a man dressed as
a bat who fights crime with a fervor beyond human capacity. Wayne has become more than just a man; as Ducard
says, “if you devote yourself to an ideal
and they can’t stop you, you become a
legend.”
This is just the tip of the iceberg for
Batman’s psyche, which is developed in
the sequels. But the intensity in “Batman Begins” drives this film and makes
it a great origin story. The audience sees
the character’s motivation develop from
scratch. Batman may be as crazy as his
enemies, but he has purpose, and that
purpose is not too hard to comprehend.
Like “Batman Begins”? You may also like:
•
•
•

“ The Dark Knight”
“Iron Man”
“Spider-Man 2”

FEATURES

Briggs’ identity as a leader is a reflection of the questions he
has asked and been asked in his lifetime—questions that
have shaped his role as a father, pastorw and teacher.
Questioning leadership
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Peace at The Potter’s House
Paula Weinman
Contributor

On Jan. 8, 2010, Janie Berry drove her 3-yearold granddaughter Camillah to the Tree of
Life bookstore in Marion. They went to the
Tree of Life every week, but tonight, Janie
had something different on her mind.
The night before, she and her husband
had talked about business—how they never
wanted to go into it. But now, Janie felt a call
to start a business. She was certain this was
God’s call. That night, driving into Marion,
she asked God for confirmation.
“I said, ‘OK, Lord, you want me to open
a business?’” Janie explained, laughing. “I
said, ‘Give me a name. If it doesn’t have a
name, it doesn’t have life.’”
Janie heard God’s reply in the children’s
section of the bookstore. Camillah asked
Janie to look at a Bible she’d found. Janie
opened to Jeremiah 18:2: “Arise, and go down
to the potter’s house, and there I will give
you my message.”
Just like that, Janie’s store had a name.
Nine months later, The Potter’s House of
Marion was born.
Located between the Tree of Life bookstore
and the Tire Barn in Marion, The Potter’s
House specializes in chocolates, ice cream
and a colorful collection of fair-trade items.
Janie takes pride in the fact that the fair-trade
products are also environmentally friendly.

“Almost everything here is made out of
something else,” Janie said, motioning to
quirky gourd ornaments on the walls and
scarf displays not far from the table. She
leaned over and lifted her earring with a finger. “These are made out of banana leaves.”
She pointed out other products with similarly humble origins: baskets made of sea
grass, flowers made of newspaper, shoulder bags made of coffee bean bags and old
seat belts.
Janie talked about her trip to Africa,
where she saw people picking up trash
to transform into items like those she
now sells.
“They would have a heyday in our trash
cans. They remake things we throw away.”
From the beginning, Janie has carefully
selected the products sold in The Potter’s
House. Sometimes it takes longer to get
them to the store than she expects.
“We needed chocolate,” Janie recalled,
cupping a mug of tea her in hands, “and
the only chocolate I was interested in was
South Bend chocolate, because they use
fair-trade cocoa.”
When she began researching South
Bend Chocolate Company online, she
found out that the company wasn’t signing new contracts. She received the same
message over the phone from the South
Bend representative.
Janie wasn’t deterred.

“If I can’t get them by the Internet or by
the phone, I’ll send them something by
mail,” she said. “I sent them a big packet—I
sent them our business plan, our pictures
of how the store would look—anything you
can think of.”
Janie’s persistence paid off. A few days after sending the packet, she finalized a contract with the company’s president, Mark
Tarner, to sell South Bend Chocolates.
The Potter’s House’s mission focus does
not stop with what it sells. The store also
ministers to the local community.
“We have a fair trade store to feed the
hungry in third-world countries, and we
wanted to come full-circle,” said Janie. “We
had people (in Marion) who were really upset with us, because they’d say, ‘You’re doing
so much to help feed people overseas—what
about the hungry people here?’”
Rather than getting defensive, Janie acted
on those comments: 10 percent of The Potter’s House’s fair-trade profits now go to St.
Martin’s Community Center.
The Potter’s House staff seeks to serve
customers with kindness, courtesy and
compassion. Janie has seen this everyday
goal met in unexpected ways.
“My big word is peace,” Janie said. “I don’t
tell people that, usually, but I’ve had people
tell me that the reason they come in here is
because when they do, they have this overwhelming sense of peace. And I think that’s

very awesome, even if they’re not here to
buy anything.”
Janie told the story of a woman from another town—a story that starts rather like
Janie’s did on January 8, before the naming
of The Potter’s House. Like Janie, this woman was driving into Marion with something
weighing on her mind—her father’s funeral.
And like Janie, this woman pulled into the
parking lot of the Tire Barn and the Tree of
Life, asking God for a sign.
“She asked God for peace,” Janie related.
“She said, ‘Something told me I needed to
pull in here.’ She came in, and after a minute, she just starts bawling.”
Janie was there to listen.
“She told me her story, and she told me, ‘I
have found peace here. God sent me here.”
Janie paused, still cradling the half-empty
mug in her hands, and continued the story, the memory deepening the smile on
her face.
“We had a carving of a girl’s face on the
wall. It was carved out of an oil drum. They
had sort of cut the hair into strips, and

twisted it—so she had the most beautiful,
twisted hair.”
The carving attracted the woman’s attention, and Janie told her the staff had named
it Amani.
“She asked me what it meant,” said Janie,
“and I told her, ‘It means peace.’”
Janie sat back, laughing as she shared
that the woman immediately bought the
carving. It was clear she understood the
woman’s excitement. After all, the woman’s story isn’t incredibly different from the
story of The Potter’s House.
Far Left: Janie Berry opened
The Potter’s House after deciding never to go into business.
Left: The Potter’s House staff
serves customers kindness, compassion and ice cream.
Below: Fair-trade items include
jewelry, baskets and chocolate.
Photographs by Timothy P. Reithmiller

Questioning leadership

J.R. Briggs and the questions
that shaped him
David Adams
S&T Editor

“What is the best question you’ve been
asked this month? What is the best question
you have asked someone else this month?”
J.R. Briggs opened his 2013 breakout session at Taylor’s National Student Leadership
Conference (NSLC) unconventionally. He followed these initial questions with 16 more,
leaving some in attendance wondering if he
would end every sentence in the breakout
with a question mark. Fortunately for his
audience, he didn’t.
Briggs’ identity as a leader is a reflection of the questions he has asked and
been asked in his lifetime—questions that
have shaped his role as a father, pastor
and teacher.
A 2001 Taylor graduate, Briggs currently
serves as Cultural Cultivator at the Renew
Community in Lansdale, Pa. He is the husband of Megan and father of two boys, Carter and Bennett, and he looks to his own
father as an answer to the question of what
it means to be a good dad.
“I tell people if I can be half the dad to my
boys that my dad was to me, I’ll be happy,”
Briggs said. “My dad was not perfect, but he
was a pointer to Christ for me.”
Briggs recalled a time golfing with his
dad and brother while the three were
on vacation.
Dave, Briggs’ father, stepped up to the tee
and took a swing, shanking the ball into the
woods. Dave took another ball, tried again
and shanked that one, too.
After a third ball joined the first two in the
woods, the three of them, Dave, J.R. and his
brother, Alan, began laughing, tears eventually filling their eyes. Dropping their clubs,
they hugged one another in the tee box.
“We knew exactly what we were all thinking, and it was, ‘Dad, thanks for being really
bad at golf because you’ve been really good
at fatherhood.”
Briggs learned relational leadership from
his father’s example. He said that his family puts their energy into making memories,
rather than in accumulating material belongings, because they understand the importance of being connected to one another.

When others accept what they’re told, J.R. Briggs asks questions.

“Leadership is always relational,” Briggs
said. “It’s always based on trust. It’s about
engagement and connection. There is no
good leader—no effective leader—who
doesn’t understand that.”
The question of how to increase leaders’
effectiveness is another that Briggs spent
much time pondering, particularly during
the 11 months it took him to prepare “Leaders as Question-Askers,” the breakout he led
at NSLC. Last week at Taylor was the first
time he gave the presentation.
It has long been assumed that leaders are
the best at speaking, Briggs said. “But little has been done to talk about the role of
questions . . . It’s been said that good leaders
ask questions to solve problems, but great

leaders ask questions to cause problems.
There are times where it’s better to question the answers than it is to merely answer
the questions.”
The questions Briggs asked were the results of a search not for answers but for
the questions leaders ask to determine the
“quality and depth of one’s leadership.” Life
reflects the questions one asks and the questions one lives—questions shape worldview.
Through questions leaders can challenge
and shape the world in which they live.
Briggs referred to Christ as the model question-asker, noting that he often answered
questions with questions. Briggs noted the
critical “Who do you say I am?” of Mark 8.
“I am convinced that the leaders of the

future will be those who ask the most significant questions in the right contexts at the
most appropriate times,” Briggs said during
his breakout.
Leaders must learn to ask questions that
are thoughtful and appropriate. They must
also ask questions that stir imaginations,
challenge fears, evoke dreams and awaken
passions, Briggs stated.
The speaker went on to say that leaders must choose to question themselves
as well, asking, “What does it look like to
cultivate a life of deepening questions?”
Briggs said that he surrounds himself
with leaders who are more experienced
than him, who can pour into him so he
can continue pouring into others.

Photograph by Timothy P. Riethmiller

“I seem to get more joy these days out of
building into others who will do it better
than I than in me doing it well,” Briggs said.
Yet he knows the importance of continuing to develop as a leader himself.
“I have to continually have an insatiable
hunger to grow,” Briggs said.
When a leader stops growing and becomes stagnant, he is finished. Briggs ended his breakout by quoting Rainer Maria
Rilke’s “Letters to a Young Poet,” encouraging leaders to have patience where answers are unclear and to live the questions
one asks.
“‘Perhaps then, someday far in the future,
you will . . . live your way into the answer.’”

OPINIONS

“The issue is not simply that the former facts were presented
as the whole truth. What matters is that anecdotal and personal conviction are being played off as universal truth to
support one side of the argument.”
Roe v. Wade: Keep it Comin’

TheEchoNews.com
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Grading the 85th annual Academy Awards

White out

Dissecting the successes
and failures of the biggest
night in Hollywood

Pride in racial heritage
should be universal

Lucas Sweitzer
Opinions Editor

Well, my favorite awards show came and
went: the Oscars. I did okay on my predictions (18/24, worse than I did last year all
because somehow Ang Lee won best director, because the world is cruel), but I was
largely disappointed by the ceremony.
Lots of people have asked for my review
of the show since its debut, so I thought I’d
unpack a few of my thoughts about it here.
Covering the three main topics I consider
most important of any awards show (the
host, the acts and the winners), let’s grade
the Oscars, part by part.

The Host: B- Seth MacFarlane’s first time
at the helm of Hollywood’s biggest night was
rocky but ultimately successful. If not from
an anecdotal perspective, from an objective
perspective: viewership in every meaningful demographic was up from last year and
18-29 year olds were up 20 percent from Billy
Crystal’s 2012 Oscars.

The same way we’re all still
scratching our heads that
“Shakespeare in Love” has a Best
Picture award while “Saving
Private Ryan” does not, 2012
will be remembered as the
year “Lincoln” should’ve won.

Unfortunately, MacFarlane focused too
many of his jokes on women. I don’t think a
joke or two at an actress’ expense is bad, but
the entire show abounded with MacFarlane
poking fun at (and subtly reinforcing) sexist Hollywood stereotypes, beginning with
the opening number, the ill-conceived “We
Saw Your Boobs.”
Ultimately, I thought MacFarlane was
funny, but he’s probably better suited for
the facetious Emmys or drunken Golden
Globes than the classy Oscars.

I like live performance—that’s what
makes the Tonys worth watching—but
almost all of these performances fell flat
for me.

The Winners: C So, my favorite movie
of the last year didn’t win Best Picture. I’m
okay with that; “Silver Linings Playbook”
doesn’t scream Oscar-potential in the first
place, so I’m happy it did as well as it did.

The Acts: D+ I guess I’m more of an exception in this category, but I found the
other entertainment acts in the Oscars
downright dull. The “Les Mis” ensemble
was alright, but I found myself falling asleep
during the tribute to Bond and started to
even nod off during (dare I say it) Adele’s
performance of “Skyfall.”
Also, I’m going to fit Michelle Obama’s
perplexing cameo in here. What on Earth
was that? I like the Obamas, especially Michelle, but she has no place presiding over and presenting
the Best Picture award
(via satellite). It was so
awkward and forced,
maybe just to compensate for Bill
Clinton’s awesome
appearance at the
Golden Globes.

But regardless of how much Ben Affleck
was snubbed by not getting nominated for
Best Director, “Argo” did not deserve the
big award.
“Argo” was a fun and exciting movie, but
it will not age as well as some of the other movies passed up for Best Picture. “Life
of Pi” would have made more sense to me,
even “Les Misérables” has the larger-thanlife quality to it. I think “Zero Dark Thirty”
would have made more sense, as well. But
more than all of those, I am amazed “Lincoln” didn’t survive Oscar season.
I can’t imagine historical perspective not
remembering “Lincoln” as the most important widely recognized movie of 2012. It had a
litany of best performances, and dealt with
a complicated and serious subject matter
with unyielding depth. The same way we’re
all still scratching our heads that “Shakespeare in Love” has a Best Picture award
while “Saving Private Ryan” does not, 2012
will be remembered as the year “Lincoln”
should’ve won.

Conclusion: C It might sound anticlimactic, but the grade represents these
Oscars rather well: average. Nothing too
special or over the top, just average. For me,
this was disappointing, contrasted against
how great a year 2012 was for
film. We’ll see if 2013
can do any better.

MacFarlane has now created three successful TV shows and a box-office busting
movie, all based off the same premise: to
be as inappropriate as possible. It’s no surprise MacFarlane carried this philosophy
to the Oscars, and he did it full force. This
brash style was bound to generate controversy; the producers who secured MacFarlane must have expected this. Though I’m
not a huge fan of late-night “Family Guy” humor, I thought MacFarlane carried his part
of the show.

Illustration by Rodrigo Carneiro
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Fa c u lt y A d v i s e r
Donna Downs

It was with a heavy heart that I began to
write this article. Two weeks ago, the World
& National section of our beloved Echo decided, hopefully at gunpoint, to stand unabashedly upon a humongous soapbox.
Their decidedly pointed opinions (remember, this is coming from a NEWS section)
were the center of attention, like a fattened
calf ironically lounging upon a slaughtering
block and then turning to the executioner
saying, “And we all know that speeches do
no good until someone figures out how to
stop talking and start getting the job done”
(italics added for emphasis from the “article”
“State of reunion”).
It was disappointing that the “second in a
two-part series,” which was meant to “offer
an in-depth look into the physical, emotional and spiritual complications of abortion,”
became the hideous Frankensteinian amalgam of desperately shallow Google searches,
while a supposedly informative article on
Obama’s recent state of the union address
became a poorly hidden exposé of didactic
vomit, stating, in a final wrap-up, “But if we
really want to see a change, we’d be better
off to shut our mouths and start listening
to one another.” Let’s allow this ironic statement its own breathing space.
I can use Google too, folks. I’ll try and
quickly address a few of the items presented weakly as news but strongly as one-sided
opinions. First of all, Flip Benham, the head
of the organization Save Our America, is
generally not a reliable source for unbiased
news. Two years ago the Huffington Post
reported, “A jury found a North Carolina
preacher guilty of stalking a Charlotte abortion doctor after passing out hundreds of
‘wanted’ posters. . . .” That North Carolina
preacher? Ol’ Flippy Benham, Crazy Anti-Abortion Man. Cool. I won’t even mention
him burning Qurans after wrapping them
in gay pride flags. Secondly, there were

several interesting facts strewn haphazardly had an abortion.” Interesante, y’all.
through the article: “. . . having an abortion
The issue is not simply that the former
before the age of 45 increased the likelihood facts were presented as the whole truth.
of breast cancer by 50 percent. Pregnant What matters is that anecdotal and perwomen under 18 . . . have an increased risk sonal convictions are being played off as
of 800 percent,” and another saying, “Fif- universal truth to support one side of the
ty-six percent of women felt guilty after hav- argument. Just as you quoted Marylou (I’m
ing their abortion. . . .” The facts presented sorry you became associated with this arseem to fall judiciously along the lines that ticle, Mrs. Habecker) or the psycho-nutso
abortions wreak “atrocities . . . on women.” Flip Benham, I can do the same to support
Convincing, to say the least, especially when the opposite view. A quick Google search of
the other side is a single, poorly represent- “pro-choice,” brings up the NRLC’s estranged
ed appeal by lonely Rousselow-Winquist. cousin, the NARAL (National Abortion and
The facts are staggering, so any reasonable Reproductive Rights Action League) which,
person should fall upon them blindly. Right? via copy and paste, can unleash testimony
upon testimony of pro-choice propaganda.
I’m pro-life, but The Echo
This also applies to the “State of reunion”
article. Opinions are opinions; that’s why
is not helping the cause
I
can say all of this here. I’m pro-life, but
with this jaundiced article
The Echo is not helping the cause with this
screaming black and white
jaundiced article screaming black and white
over a grey issue. I’m also pro-Obama, but
over a grey issue. I’m also proinstead of giving me a critique of his speech
Obama, but instead of giving
or his policies, our newspaper barrages me
me a critique of his speech or
with fallacies and subjective, imaginary
problems surrounding a historical speech
his policies, our newspaper
that has been around since the creation of
barrages me with fallacies and
this country.
subjective, imaginary problems
So in the spirit of the suddenly apropos
book “The Confederacy of Dunces,” I wish
surrounding a historical speech
to declare these “abortions” of journalthat has been around since
ism. The SPJ (Society of Professional Journalists) would more than likely agree; the
the creation of this country.
first section of their code of ethics states
Wrong-o. When I looked up these facts/ that journalists should “Test the accuracy
polls, I found that besides the Los Angeles of information from all sources and exerarticle, they’re all found on the NRLC’s (the cise care to avoid inadvertent error. DelibNational Right to Life Committee) website. erate distortion is never permissible.” For
From 1994. And the Los Angeles Time ar- shame, Echo. Do you think we don’t read
ticle is from 1989. Diversity and timeliness you? That we’ll pass over phrases like “. . .
clearly aren’t priority. I looked at cancer.org we’re just going to take all the idiotic, poand found a February 2013 article concern- litical mumbo jumbo and break it down . . .”
ing the exact same study where they say “. . . and say to ourselves, “Boy, this hard journalthe researchers found that induced abor- ism sure makes me think openly and critition(s) had no overall effect on the risk of cally about the world around me!”? These
breast cancer.” There also mention an even articles are not news, but rather two sepalarger study from 2008 in California where rate attempts to exploit a public medium
they canvassed 100,000 women (rather than where personal political views are excused
a measly 1,800) and found that, “There was as viable content. A page full of “Lorem Ipno difference in breast cancer risk between sum” text might have had more value as
the group who had either spontaneous or filler. Please place the opinions where the
induced abortions and those who had not opinions belong: the Opinions page.

Todd Naevestad
Contributor

We now find ourselves at the end of Black
History Month, and the topic of race has
come up often. I love to discuss race. More
than that, however, I like to look at my own
heritage. I am Norwegian and Polish. Basically I couldn’t get any whiter without applying extra-strength bleach. And I am really
proud of that.
Look around. Most of the people you see
are probably white. This is just one of the
facts we can deal with living in the Midwest.
And yet, so many of us don’t know what it
means to be white.
For Martin Luther King Jr. Day, over
J-term, there were a variety of sessions we
could go to that discussed race. I attended
one about being a white Christian. I didn’t
expect to find a lot of people there, but the
session I went to was practically packed. Apparently, a lot of people want to know how
being white can mean more than applying
extra sunblock.
What kind of culture do we have? How
can we properly express it? How are we different, despite any similarities? Obviously,
we can’t sum any of that up in one answer.
There is no singular culture for white people, just as there is no single culture for any
other ethnicity.
Let’s look at how to take some pride in
your heritage.
1.) Find your own: My Norwegian heritage means I have Viking blood running
through me. My family makes Norwegian
cookies for Christmas, and Polish sausage
was a common meal in my house. I really started to take pride in my heritage as
my family introduced me to it. Take some
time, talk to your parents and grandparents
and get a better understanding of your own
family history. Legitimate pride comes from
knowing how history affects you.
2.) Do some research: Leif Erikson was
the first European to discover America. Did
you know that? And my grandparents celebrate that fact every Columbus Day (probably to tick off their Italian friends). You
can learn a lot when you have a personal
connection to history. Take time to browse
Wikipedia, take out a book or two or watch
the History Channel to see what your people have done.
3.) Cook (or try to): Growing up, we had
Norwegian cookies, waffles, meatballs and
all kinds of other foods at my grandparents’
house. Food is a part of any culture. Unique
dishes and recipes can be found all over the
Internet. Learn what might be traditional,
or just what sounds good. Food is also a really cool way to share what your heritage is
like. But for my fellow Norwegians, let’s
avoid the lutefisk.

Above all, remember that race
is not a distinction between
us, what sets us apart from
anyone. It is another element
to the complex creatures
that God has made us.
4.) Discuss: We’ve all got cool tales about
uncles and aunts, grandparents and cousins.
Maybe they were more into family trees and
mementos from their grandparents. We all
love to talk, especially about our families.
Take some time to let others know what being German or Scandinavian or Australian
means to you. Are there any cool history
facts you can share? Any awesome heroes
from myth? I don’t have to tell most of you
about Thor, Norse god of lightning, but how
much do you know about Baldur or Freya?
5.) Don’t be afraid: More than anything,
don’t be afraid to be proud of where you
come from. Sometimes we might feel like
we’re being oppressive or insensitive if we
want to be proud of whatever white heritage
we have. I can say that I’ve felt that way. We
all have history to be proud of, and just because someone is white doesn’t mean that
they are just a vanilla American.
Above all, remember that race is not a
distinction between us, what sets us apart
from anyone. It is another element to the
complex creatures that God has made us.
Being white and being proud of that is just
loving the man or woman you are. Let’s not
ignore our own diversity or ignore what being white can mean. Be white, be proud,
be accepting, and be a part of that worldwide mosaic.

•
The Echo aims to represent the views of diverse voices
on Taylor University’s campus fairly and without bias and
to be a vehicle of accurate and pertinent information
to the student body. The Echo also aims to be a forum
that fosters healthy discussion about relevant issues,
acting as a catalyst for change on our campus.
Student Journalists have published The Echo weekly since
1913, except for January term, exam week, and holidays.
The Echo is a member of the Associated Collegiate
Press and the Indiana Collegiate Press Association.
The Echo is printed by HNE printers in Greenfield, Ind. The
Echo offices are in the Rupp Communication Arts Building.
Please address all letters, questions or comments to:
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236 W. Reade Ave. (765) 998-5359
Upland, IN 46989-1001 Echo@Taylor.edu
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Let your voice be heard!
Are you opinionated? Join the campus discussion by submitting your own letter-to-the-editor to Lucas_Sweitzer@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5:00 p.m. Please
keep the word count to 500-700 words.

“The team views the sport as more than just a
club sport played for fun, and is ready to do
big things.”

TROJAN NATION

Lacrosse team aims for successful season

TheEchoNews.com

Top Left: Senior Tommy Peller attacks
the basket in his last game as a Trojan.
Top Right: Senior Casey Coons,
the all time 3-point leader for the
Trojans, pulls up from deep.
Middle Left: Senior Nate Kasper closes
out his career by giving a strong effort
in a fight for the ball Tuesday night.
Middle: Senior Tommy Peller looks
to shake off the defender in one of
the tightest games of the season.

Bottom Left: Junior Josh Riikonen releases
a free throw as the Trojans fight for a
bid to the NAIA national tournament.
Bottom Right: Senior Nate Kasper tries
to rise above the Pilot defender for a crucial basket in the championship game.
Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Continued on page 12

Track team
sends 12
to Indoor
Nationals

Lacrosse
team aims
for successful
season
Nick Van Heest
Sports Writer

The weather may still be wintry, but the Taylor men’s lacrosse program can’t wait to kick
off the spring season.
“I’m so excited, I can’t sleep,” said head
coach Cheyenne West. “The team views the
sport as more than just a club sport played
for fun and is ready to do big things.”
The Trojans, who finished 6-3 (2-2) last season, play in the Central Collegiate Lacrosse
Association and are a member of the Division
II West Conference, also home to No. 2 Grand
Valley State University and No. 10 Indiana Tech.
“We play in the hardest conference in the
country,” West said. “We’re looking to play
the best, we’re looking to be the best.”
The Trojans aren’t daunted by their conference, and they believe they belong in it.
“Grand Valley State was the national runner up last season, and after watching them
play, we have begun to realize that skillwise
they aren’t better than us,” said senior goalkeeper John Radcliff.
The team believes West’s hiring in August 2012 was a vital step toward competing with the best.
“With a coach to help us prepare for the
games and coach us during them, we should
be able to surprise a lot of teams this season,” Radcliff said.
Senior attacker Chris Baker and junior attacker Sam Wright return after contributing

Gabe Bain

Sports Co-editor

Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Senior Brennen Meyers stares off down the field as he anticpates a tough game last season.
18 goals apiece last season. Senior midfieldWest (’10), a former Taylor lacrosse play- advancing the program as much as he can.
er Kevin Seifert is back after co-leading er, is quick to give God the glory for the proThe Trojans’ play at Butler on Tuesday
the team with 16 assists, while senior long gram’s improvements.
at 7 p.m. The team’s first home game is on
stick midfielder Will Gemmel returns after
“The Lord has blessed this program im- March 16 against Liberty University, and
scooping up 86 ground balls in 2012. Radcliff mensely,” West said. “When I played here, West highly encourages Taylor students to
is back after making 128 saves last season.
having a fulltime head coach wasn’t even give the sport a chance.
In addition to its veterans, the team add- part of our wildest dreams.”
“Lacrosse is the fastest sport on two feet,”
ed 11 new members to its ranks who hope to
Although lacrosse has grown in popular- West said. “It’s violent and high scoring, two
contribute significantly.
ity in recent years, the NAIA, which boasts things people tend to enjoy about sports.”
“Coach West promotes a level of commit- 21 varsity teams, is still far away from the
In addition to being exciting to watch,
ment and discipline to our sport that we as 50 teams needed for lacrosse to become an West hopes students will attend lacrosse
players have never truly had before his ar- official NAIA sport. However, only one more games because of the players.
“There are 25 guys on this team who are
rival,” said junior defender Chad Mitchell.
program is needed before the NAIA will host
not only passionate about lacrosse, but are
“With Coach West, Taylor lacrosse is go- a lacrosse national championship.
ing to see a huge transformation,” concluded
West isn’t worried about the future of part of this community. That’s what we do
NAIA lacrosse. He said he is focusing on here at Taylor. We support our community.”
sophomore midfielder Scott Collins.

Softball

The Taylor track team began their last indoor track meet for this year as they sent
12 athletes to compete at Nationals in Geneva, Ohio.
The NAIA National Indoor Track and
Field Championships began last night
at the SPIRE Institute and will last
through Saturday.
The Trojans have four athletes competing
in individual events and eight runners who
form two relay teams.
In the individual events, senior Henrietta Carey, Freshman Brandon Wilchcombe,
junior Luke Currens and sophomore Kenny
Higgins will compete for Taylor. Carey will
be running in the women’s 60-meter dash,
Higgins will compete in the men’s 35-pound
weight throw, and Wilchcombe and Currens
will run the 60-meter hurdles. Wilchcombe
will also compete in the 60-meter dash.
The two relay teams will be the 4x800 and
the distance medley. The 4x800 will consist
of junior Erin Price, sophomore Sarah Neideck
and freshmen Grace Carver and Sarina Oleson. The distance medley team is made up of
freshman Jane Hawks and sophomores Jenna
Norris, Elaine Schmeltz and Kehlay Dunah.
Live streaming of the events can be found
on the NAIA official website, naia.org
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TROJAN NATION

MEN’S BASKETBALL ENDS
THEIR IMPRESSIVE SEASON
IN THE CROSSROADS
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP

TheEchoNews.com

March 1, 2013

WEEKLY

PREVIEW

Trojans
nearly steal
championship
with lastminute surge

Baseball (2-4, 0-0)
Schedule

03/06 vs Defiance College 3:30 p.m.
03/08 @ Indiana University Southeast (DH) 2 p.m.
03/09 vs Holy Cross College (DH) 1 p.m.
03/13 @ Manchester College (DH) 3 p.m.
03/16 @ Cornerstone University (DH) 1 p.m.
03/19 vs Goshen (DH) 2 p.m.
03/21 @ Goshen (DH) 2 p.m.
03/23 vs Mount Vernon Nazarene 1 p.m.
03/26 @ Mount Vernon Nazarene 2 p.m.
03/28 vs Bethel 2 p.m.

Elizabeth Luke

T
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Contributor

he Bethel Pilots barely escaped
with a 68-65 victory over the
Trojans in the Crossroads
League Championship game
Tuesday night.
Senior Casey Coons led the team with 28
points, followed by junior Ben Raichel with
14 points and senior Tommy Peller with 13
points. Coons made eight of 19 3-pointers to
break the record for the most career 3-pointers in Taylor’s history, while also holding the
record for most made threes in a season.
The Trojans knew they were a close
matchup with the Pilots, as they split their
previous season conference games, and their
season records are strikingly similar with the
Trojans at 21-11 and the Pilots 23-9.
“We both knew each other fairly well going into the game,” Coons said, “so we just
wanted to execute our stuff offensively and
try to take away their tendencies on the defensive end.”
—Paul Patterson
The Pilots played tight defense on senior Nate Kasper, holding him to only
Coons and Peller earned seats on the seceight points. He still brought down the ond and third All-Conference teams this
team-high nine rebounds, and junior Josh season, respectively. Coons was also named
Riikonen was close behind at eight re- Conference Player of the Week for his outbounds. The Pilots dominated the glass, standing play in the tournament games and
as they gained 44 rebounds to Taylor’s 29. 21 points-per-game average.
“I’m thankful for all the people that have
With 2:45 left in the first half, the Trojans
maintained control of the court with a 29- supported me throughout my career,” Coons
22 lead over the Pilots, but within the last said. “I love each and every one of my guys,
two minutes, Bethel went on a run to take and it has been a great experience for me
a 32-31 lead at halftime.
in my basketball career here at Taylor. It
Peller started the second half with a has been an honor to be a part of this proclutch 3-pointer to take the lead to 34-32, gram over the last four years, and we went
out swinging.”
but the Pilots answered yet again.
As the Trojans’ season comes to a close,
Raichel’s 3-pointer at 11:45 put the score
at a tight 45-42, with Bethel in the lead. The the five seniors (Coons, Nathan Burdette,
Pilots controlled the last 10 minutes as Tay- Jake Hoffman, Kasper, and Peller) have
much to be proud of. They entered the
lor struggled to hang in the game.
Taylor surged back into the game as Pel- program with an 11-win record, which has
ler drained his three free throws, bringing amazingly transformed to a winning 21-win
the Trojans back to within six points. Coons record this year.
Along with these seniors’ many individscored an impressive eight points in the last
minute and a half, but the Trojans fell short ual and team honors, each one has put in
of a victory as Bethel claimed the champi- countless, unglorified hours of work in to
onship by three points.
form a successful program.
“Their team depth really hurt us, but, as
“These are some good seniors who have
far as I’m concerned, it was simply two even overcome some very difficult challenges,”
teams fighting to the end out there,” said Patterson said. “They have played one of the
head coach Paul Patterson.
top 13 toughest schedules in the league to
The Trojans were hoping for an at-large put themselves in the conference champibid to carry them to nationals, but they just onship game this year. These are great guys
missed the cut, bringing their well-fought that represented the Lord in a way that Tayseason to a close.
lor University should be very proud of.”

*(DH) - Double Header

Softball (1-3, 0-0)
Schedule

These are
great guys that
represented the
Lord in a way that
Taylor University
should be very
proud of.”

Top: Senior Nate
Kasper fights for the
tip in Crossroads
League Championship
Left: Junior Ben Raichel looks up at the
clock in the minutes
leading to the Championship game.
Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller

03/02 @ Tennessee Wesleyan 10 a.m.
03/02 vs Trevecca Nazarene (Athens, Tenn.) 12 p.m.
03/06 @ Indiana Tech (DH) 3 p.m.
03/09 vs Rose-Hulman (DH) 1 p.m.
03/12 vs Calumet College (DH) 3 p.m.
03/15 vs Franklin College (DH) 5 p.m.
03/16 vs Trinity International (DH) 1 p.m.
03/23 @ Point University (DH) 11 a.m.
03/25 @ Warner (DH) 2 p.m.
03/26 @ Eckerd College 5 p.m.
*(DH) - Double Header

Track and Field
Schedule

03/1-2 NAIA National Indoor Championships
03/23 Rhodes College Invitational
03/29 Emory University Classic
04/06 Taylor Classic
04/12 Indiana Intercollegiate Championships
04/20 Manchester Invitational
04/26-27 Crossroads League Championships
05/04 Taylor Invitational
05/10 Dr. Keeler Invitational
05/23-25 NAIA National Outdoor
Championships

CROSSROADS LEAGUE MEN’S
BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT 2013
#1 INDIANA WESLEYAN

#8 HUNTINGTON
#4 SPRING ARBOR

#8 HUNTINGTON
#5 TAYLOR
#5 TAYLOR

#5 TAYLOR

#3 BETHEL (68-65)

#2 GRACE

TOURNAMENT CHAMPION
#7 MARION

#7 MARION
#3 BETHEL

#3 BETHEL
#3 BETHEL

#6 SAINT FRANCIS

Baseball team has rough weekend
against Bryan College
Trojans lose three out of four
as they continue through
non-conference play
Austin Kight
Sports Writer

It was a trying weekend for the Trojans,
dropping three out of four games to Bryan
College (Tenn.), splitting games Friday night
then losing both games on Saturday.
Bryan (10-4) displayed its offensive power
over the four-game series, outscoring Taylor 40-12.
“Bryan is a good team, and we had some
defensive breakdowns that gave them extra outs,” said head coach Kyle Gould. “They
took advantage of nearly every mistake that
we made the whole weekend. Our pitchers also need to do a better job of changing speeds and keeping their hitters a little
more off-balanced.”
At the plate for the Trojans, senior Derek Kinzer, junior Austin York and freshman
Grant Hendershot led the offense.
Gould believes as the teams gets deeper
into the season, the bats will pick up.
“Guys will get going and give us a more
complete lineup top to bottom,” Gould said.
The first game of the series was
frustrating for the Trojans, who were
trailing 6-2 after three innings. Taylor
responded in the fourth with four runs,
tying the game at six, but they could not
hold the momentum as Bryan drove in
12 runs in two innings to pick up an 18-6
win over the Trojans.
Senior Ryan Baker (0-2) took the mound
for the Trojans in the first game and was
charged with the loss after giving up six
earned runs in 3 1/3 innings.
“One thing I had going for me was my
fastball, I was able to locate it which is
very important as a pitcher,” Baker said.
“The problem was I didn’t have my off speed
pitches working. Bryan did a good job of attacking my change-up and driving (the ball)
in good counts.”

In the second game, Taylor claimed their
only victory of the series Friday, defeating
Bryan 6-2 in the nightcap.
After a solo home run blast in the first
inning off the bat of Bryan’s Grant Zawadzki, the Trojans saw a surge in defense, keeping Bryan scoreless until the
seventh.Senior Jordan Coffey and York
did damage against Bryan, both going
2-for-3 at the plate, including a solo home
run by Coffey.
Sophomore Josh DeGraaf dominated on
the mound for Taylor in his first outing of
the season, striking out seven and only allowing one run off five hits in five innings.
“The biggest strength I had was the defense
behind me,” DeGraaf said. “They made almost
every critical play. Even when I missed a spot,
they picked me up.”
DeGraaf understands the team is still
young and knows the team will continue
to improve game-by-game.
“I believe in our team,” DeGraff said. “We
haven't hit our stride yet, but when we do,
we will be hard to beat. We have great team
chemistry, and we all want to play our best

every time we step onto the diamond.”
On Saturday, things did not improve for
Taylor, who dropped both games to Bryan.
Once again, Taylor struggled at the plate
with only four hits off Bryan’s Tristan Speak,
who threw a complete game and picked up
a 9-1 win.
The fourth game came as a heartbreaker for the Trojans, who lost the final game
7-3. Kinzer took the mound, allowing three
runs off six hits in 3 1/3 innings.
The Trojans’ offence got going in the third
and fourth innings. They scored three runs
that put them within one run of Bryan going
into fifth. Bryan responded in the sixth with
three runs to claim a 7-3 victory.
“We just need to continue to focus on
throwing strikes, making routine plays
and producing quality at-bats,” Gould said.
“I have no doubt that we will get more consistent with those things.”
The Trojans’ game against Judson is
cancelled this weekend due to cold weather. The team will resume play 3:30 p.m. on
March 6 at home against Defiance College.

Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller

Junior Kevin Garrity sprints toward third in an attempt to bring Taylor closer to a run.

Athlete of the Week

CASEY COONS
Year

Senior

Hometown

Indianapolis, Indiana

Position

Guard

Theme song

Anything by LeCrae

Funniest teammate

Jake Hoffman

Best basketball memory

The relationships I’ve built with my teammates and the lessons I’ve learned playing

Photography by Timothy P. Riethmiller

